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1. THE PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK GRAND PARIS EXPRESS, A LARGE-

SCALE PROJECT HAVING MULTIPLE IMPACTS ON THE GREENHOUSE 

GAS EMISSIONS 

The public transport network project Grand Paris Express (GPE) consists in the creation of a new 

automatic subway covering about 200 km and including 68 stations and 7 technical centers associated 

with the different metro lines. This network will connect the city of Paris to the major poles of development 

of Ile-de-France region and will be closely linked with existing main transport lines. More than just a 

transport infrastructure project, the Grand Paris Express network is first of all an ambitious urban, social 

and economic project aiming at connecting the major strategic territories of Ile-de-France region, and 

promoting the sustainable, solidary and job-creating economic development of the capital region1. 

 

1.1. Scope 

The scope of this project is very large, not only on geographical level as its impact is expected to cover the 

entire Ile-de-France region and beyond, but also with respect to activity sectors, as it is expected to have 

effects on the mobility, the economy, the demography, the environment, etc. Therefore, to make an 

adequate and full assessment of project’s impacts on the GHG emissions and thus on climate change, it is 

crucial to understand the scope of the project and the numerous challenges it will tackle. The expected 

effects will be further addressed within the analysis of the different emission items. 

The subway project is therefore one of the key contributors to the future development of Ile-de-France 

region and can be considered as the ‘nervous system’ of a new, spatial organization, integrating 

economic, social and territorial dimensions. All these aspects will have a complex effect on the region’s 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that needs to be considered. 

In addition, the construction of the subway will require the organization of major construction sites and the 

use of massive quantities of construction materials. This is the case of every large public transport 

infrastructure, but in the case of the GPE, it will be at a rarely seen scale given the magnitude of the 

project. The setting up of the construction sites and the use of the materials will represent significative 

GHG emissions that also need to be assessed. 

The emissions produced by the construction works also represent an ‘investment’ in terms of GHG 

emissions that must be compared to the overall effects of the Grand Paris Express at all levels (local, 

regional and even national), whether it concerns mobility or territorial development. 

This project is so important and will have so many effects, that the project scope is unprecedented. 

 

1.2. Objectives of the project 

The Grand Paris Express project is the result of a prospective thinking process started several years ago 

and aims not only the provision of better transport services in Ile-de-France region, but also the economic, 

territorial and sustainable development of the region. 

 

                                                   
1Article 1 of the ‘the Grand Paris Act’ nr. 2010-597 of 3 June 2010 
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1.2.1. Provision of better transport services 

Today, 70% of the travelling within Ile-de-France concerns trips between suburbs, and 80% of these trips 

are made by car, as there is no performant public transport alternative available. Indeed, people who want 

to travel from one suburb to another using public transports, have generally no other way than passing 

through the center of Paris, which extends the travel time and saturates the lines of both the metro and the 

regional express network RER.  

The Grand Paris Express metro project aims to improve the transport provision in order to: 

• meet the transportation needs of people travelling from one suburb to another; 

• reduce congestion on the most overloaded lines of the existing network by allowing people to bypass 

Paris when travelling between suburbs; 

• improve the access to the HST railway stations and the airports (Roissy-CDG, Orly, Le Bourget) from 

every location in the region. 

In that way, the project should enable the provision of better transport services and lead to a modal shift 

from car to public transport. 

 

1.2.2. Economic and urban effects 

The Grand Paris Express transport network will foster the economic development of Ile-de-France region: 

• by facilitating the access to territories that are currently poorly integrated in the metropolitan fabric and 

by connecting them to the region’s major employment poles; 

• by interconnecting the major activity poles which are effective growth generators for the region; 

• By improving the territory’s attractiveness, the functioning of the job and housing markets, and the 

exchanges between activities. 

The subway will offer job seekers easier access to job opportunities and promote exchanges and 

networking between centers of excellence. The new subway lines will also significantly improve the 

accessibility of the strategic zones of the center of Paris and the suburbs, which will reduce the general 

transportation costs. It could also enhance the performances of existing activities and create new jobs. All 

these aspects are drivers of job creation and productivity gains for both private companies and public 

services. 

The subway should also contribute to a better development of the Paris conurbation. Indeed, the provision 

of new public transport services will go hand in hand with the urbanization of station neighborhoods, 

associating housing and employment. Accompanying measures will be implemented to control the urban 

spread. They include a wide range of policies: measures related to transport, affecting car use or public 

transport; land-use planning; regulation (such as urban parking, pricing of the public transport in favor of 

the GPE, more qualitative public spaces and intermobility in the surroundings of the stations). These 

accompanying measures will favor a more compact conurbation structure as well as denser urban 

projects. 

 

1.2.3. Participation in sustainable development 

The GHG emissions per kilometer travelled in mass transit transport are largely inferior to the emissions 

produced by private cars. In this way, the modal shift, which might be significant with time, will lead to a 

global reduction of the emissions in the Ile-de-France region, linked to the travelling of Ile-de-France 

inhabitants.  
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The GHG emissions related to housing and employment vary according to the density of the urban fabric, 

the mixed-use of the neighborhoods and the quality of the public transport. By opening up certain 

territories, by bringing inhabitants and jobs closer together and by promoting a denser urban fabric, the 

Grand Paris subway will also have a positive effect of the GHG emissions.  

As such, the Grand Paris Express subway is a project that will have positive effects, not only on 

transportation but also on economic, social, territorial and environmental level. It will help improving the 

quality of life, more in specific by preserving the natural and agricultural spaces, taking into account the 

natural risks and reducing pollution and nuisances. As such, it will guarantee a more sustainable 

development of the Ile-de-France region. 

 

2. JOINT EVOLUTION OF THE PROJECT AND ASSOCIATED STUDIES 

2.1. Project phases 

The Grand Paris Express public transport network has been thought and designed within the larger scope 
of the general scheme of the Grand Paris network that was approved on 24 August 2011. The 
Government issued the guidelines of the public transport projects in Ile-de-France region (involving both 
the Grand Paris Express and the modernization and the extension of the existing network). These 
guidelines concern the project’s definition, timeline, financing and realization.  
 

3 June 2010 Publication of ‘the Grand Paris Act’ nr. 2010-597. This law specifies the key 
features of the project and creates the state-owned industrial and commercial 
undertaking “Société du Grand Paris” which is the project promotor. 

July-August 2010 Strategic Environmental Assessment of the project in the form of a prior impact 
assessment evaluating the environmental effects of the project, based on a 
3.km wide corridor.  

1 October 2010 - 
31 January 2011 

Public debate, coordinated and led by the “Commission Nationale du Débat 
Public (CNDP)” 

26 March 2011 The general scheme of the “Grand Paris public transport network” as set out in 
the motivated act, is adopted unanimously by the “Conseil de surveillance de 
la Société du Grand Paris”. 

24 August 2011 The decree is published in the French official gazette ‘Journal officiel de la 
République française’. 

2012  

6 March 2013 

Start of the studies and preparation of the files necessary to obtain the 
‘déclaration d’utilité publique’ (procedure to obtain the necessary permits).  

The Prime Minister presents the guidelines for the project’s realization, 
resulting from decisions that were taken after various analyses of the project’s 
financing and phasing within the larger context of the “Nouveau Grand Paris 
des transport”. 

3 June 2016 Start of the first civil engineering works on the construction site of the station 
“Fort d’Issy – Vanves – Clamart” for the realization of line 15 south. 

22 February 2018 

 

The Prime Minister recalls the importance of the Ile-de-France transport 
network and highlights the strong will to make the entire Grand Paris network 
operational by 2030. A new road map is drawn up to better phase the project’s 
realization and the associated investment efforts.  
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2.2. The ‘Grand Paris Express’ and the timeline for opening the GPE 

network 

The conversion of the guidelines into a projected operating and dimensioning scheme of the transport 

services offer, resulted into the definition of three groups of projects, based on the public transport network 

of the Grand Paris Express and the structuring, ancillary network. These projects, that constitute all 

together the Grand Paris Express, consist of:  

• A ring line - line 15 - integrating the most congested sections of the ‘red’ and ‘orange’ lines, 

allowing to relieve the congestion of the public transport network in the heart of the conurbation; 

• Automated subway trains offering the required capacity for servicing the developing territories; this 

project concerns the north-eastern and the eastern sections of the ‘red’ line (lines 16 and 17 

connecting Saint-Denis Pleyel, Noisy-Champs and Le Mesnil-Amelot) as well as the ‘green’ line 

(line 18 connecting Orly and Versailles); 

• Extensions of the existing subway lines where it is relevant both in terms of operability and rapidity 

of realization. This part of the project concerns the extension of line 14, northwards up to Saint-

Denis Pleyel, and southwards up to Orly (i.e. the ‘blue’ line of the general scheme), as well as the 

extension of line 11 to Noisy-Champs via Rosny Bois-Perrier (which will use one of the sections of 

the ‘orange’ line; this option was confirmed when the ‘bilan de concertation’ (the report on the 

public debate) on the ‘orange’ line was approved by the board of the STIF in December 2013). 

Regarding the timeline, covering the period 2020-2030, the Grand Paris Express provides a progressive 

and ongoing opening schedule of the different projects that fall under the scope of both the ‘Plan de 

mobilisation pour les transports’ and the Grand Paris Express program. 
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Figure 1: ‘Grand Paris Express’ and timeline for opening GPE (source: SGP) 

 

2.3. A series of preliminary studies and environmental studies 

The Grand Paris Express project was the subject of a series of specific studies that were conducted to 

comply with the regulatory framework and to consider the environmental impact right from the project 

design. The environmental challenges have really been taken into account, and some of them had a 

substantial impact on the location and the construction methods of the structures.  
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2011 

- 

2016 

The ‘Société du Grand Paris’ appointed independent engineering firms to carry out 
the studies, starting with the strategic environmental study, followed by the 
environmental impact assessments related to the “Déclaration d’Utilité Publique 
(DUP)’ files, needed to obtain the different authorizations to perform the project-
related construction and infrastructure works. 

A total of 7 impact assessments were carried out. The first global study concerned 
the entire network; the six other assessments concerned more specifically each line 
of the new network. The global study addressed the environmental challenges for the 
entire territory of the Paris conurbation. The assessments per section analyzed these 
issues more in detail for a restricted study area with a radius of 500 m around the 
railway routes and the future subway stations. 

At the same time, the ‘Société du Grand Paris’ conducted and is still conducting 
specific environmental studies to draw up the files that are needed to comply with 
regulatory requirements set by the French ‘Environment code’ (‘code de 
l’environnement’). 

It concerns more specifically:  

• The preliminary studies of the specific subway sections; 

• In-depth geotechnical studies on the characteristics of the sub-soil, necessary 
to ensure the stability and the perennity of the future structures; these studies 
will be completed as the design studies progress;  

• Architectural studies providing a precise definition of certain constructions, 
mainly the stations; 

Technical studies related to subsequent regulatory procedures, such as the French 
Water Act, or the classified installations for environmental protection, the building 
permits, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the first steps of this environmental approach, the Société du Grand Paris decided to adopt 

construction methods adapted to each subway section, station and construction, in order to turn the Grand 

Paris Express project into a major lever for the sustainable development of the Ile-de-France region. 

  

Example of a public 
inquiry file 

Example of an illustration 
representing the travel time gains 

Example of an illustration 
representing a station analysis 
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3. CARBOPTIMUM® TOOL 

3.1. The need for innovation through a new calculation tool 

The construction of the Grand Paris subway represents a transformational “investment”, which means that 

it will have considerable long-term consequences on the structure of the Paris’ conurbation, in particular 

with regard to the emissions related to the construction works. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to 

determine the CO2 reductions that will be made possible over the infrastructure life-cycle, and assess up to 

which extent these reductions can offset the original investment. 

From the first studies on the wider impact of the Grand Paris Express network on transport and the 

economic, social and territorial development of Ile-de-France, it became clear that the implications in 

terms of GHG emissions were manifold and that the available emission evaluation tools, more in particular 

the ‘Bilan Carbone’ methodology developed by the ADEME, would not be adequate enough to fully meet 

and address the extremely important challenges of this project. 

Within the context of the innovating approach set up by the Société du Grand Paris since the start the first 

reflections on the project, a consortium of independent engineering firms was mobilized to develop a 

specific tool able to take into account the multiple impacts of the project and to assess in the most 

accurate way the GHG emissions related to the GPE. 

The development of this tool started by a benchmark of the existing methodologies and elements that 

could be included in the calculation of the GHG emissions related to the Grand Paris Express project. This 

work allowed to develop a method based as much as possible on existing tools for assessing the GHG 

emissions of major projects and on the extensive research that has been conducted over the years on this 

topic, and to focus the efforts on the specific characteristics of the Grand Paris Express project.  

After being identified, all these constitutive elements were combined, adapted and completed in order to 

adequately address the multiple challenges of the project. Even if a lot of emission factors were already 

available in the literature and the existing methodologies, most of them needed to be adapted to the 

regional context of Ile-de-France and/or the Grand Paris Express project and be adjusted over time. 

Indeed, most of the existing methodologies are based on national or international averages which are not 

always adapted to the context of Ile de France and were developed to assess the emissions on a short-

term project, having an immediate impact on the GHG emissions. But in the case of the Grand Paris 

Express project, the effects are intrinsically linked to the territorial context of Ile-de-France region, and will 

mainly be felt in the long or even very long term. Compared to the existing methods, CarbOptimum® 

provides a much more prospective vision of the GHG emissions and takes into account the evolutive 

character of the emission factors. 

 

3.2. Development methodology of the tool 

The existing literature and the development of a strict methodology specific for the Grand Paris Express 

project, allowed an in-depth analysis of the different emission sources. This involved:  

• the identification of the positive and negative CO2 flows, directly or indirectly linked to the realization of 
the Grand Paris transport network, 

• the development of a methodology to assess the emission items retained in the context of the project, 
including the used emission factors, 

• the calculation and presentation of the results per emission item (see below), for both the different lines 
of the Grand Paris Express and the project as a whole. 
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This tool, taking the form of a calculator associated to a literature and methodology review, includes all the 

emission factors that are relevant for the project in all its phases (design, construction, operation) and 

integrates the indirect impacts on the territorial development. 

The calculator consists of an Excel worksheet containing several interlinked formula tabs. The structure of 

these tabs is similar the one of the analysis and is split up in five topics: (1) Pre-construction studies and 

works, (2) Construction of the GPE, (3) GPE operation, (4) Mobility in the Ile-de-France, (5) Territorial 

development. 

 

 

Figure 2 : Home page of CarbOptimum 

Besides these five topics, CarbOptimum tool also includes the following additional tabs: 

• 2 presentation tabs: summary of the results and analysis of the results 

• 2 tabs including the underlying data of the formulas: construction-related default emission factors 
and values.  

The tool shows the results of the balances as well as all the used emission factors. 

 

3.3. An evolutive tool allowing a follow-up throughout the project 

Besides the specific characteristics of this calculation methodology allowing to meet the many important 

challenges of the Grand Paris Express project in terms of GHG 

emissions, the tool also had to allow the assessment of the project 

throughout its different stages (draft, pre-project, project). This 

implies that it also had to allow an assessment according to different 

precision levels. Although initially only foreseen to be used within the 

context of the impact assessment required for the DUP procedures, 

the tool has also been completed by the general contractors during 

the pre-project and project phase. The evaluation of the tool at 

different project stages provides input and additional ‘food for thought’ when considering the project’s 

impact on the GHG emissions. It also allows to focus on the measures that must be implemented to 

maximize the positive effect of the project. As such, CarbOptimum® is a decision-making tool that helps 

the project promotor and the project stakeholders taking decisions with respect to greenhouse gas 

emissions. 
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The GHG emissions related to the project will be highly variable over time. The design and construction 

phase of the GPE will produce very high emissions, while the progressive opening of the different lines - 

although still generating emissions linked to the operation of the subway and the stations - will also allow a 

reduction of the emissions related to the mobility in the Ile-de-France and the territorial development. 

The following figure provides an overview of the 5 GHG emissions items of the Grand Paris Express 

project and their relative size. It shows on the one hand the emissions produced (design-construction-

operation) and on the other hand the emissions avoided (mobility and territorial development). 

The first GHG emissions correspond to the pre-studies launched in 2011 and conducted until 2017, and 

whose impact will probably continue, although to a lesser extent, until the opening of the last GPE section 

in 2030. The emissions related to the construction works will mainly cover the period 2017-2030, while the 

emissions linked to the operation of the GPE will gradually increase according to the opening of the lines, 

respectively in 2020, 2024, 2027 and 2030. The GHG emissions that will be avoided through the positive 

effects on the mobility and the territorial development, will progressively and gradually be extended by the 

opening of the Grand Paris Express and will directly offset the emissions linked to its operation.  

CarbOptimum is developed to assess the emissions that are produced and avoided year after year. It 

allows as such to visualize the changes over time, up to 20 or 30 years after the first lines of the GPE 

were opened. Although it is difficult the project longer time horizons, it is obvious that the positive effect of 

the project will continue beyond 2070, as the life-cycle of this kind of infrastructure will generally exceed 

50 and even 100 years of service.  

 

Figure 3: Main categories of emission items according to the different project realization stages (source: STRATEC 2018) 

 

3.4. First approach in 2012 and 2018 update 

A first assessment of the GHG emissions produced and avoided by the Grand Paris Express project was 

made in 2012 within the scope of the impact assessment. This assessment was based on two different 

scenarios: a scenario of so-called “low-range” hypotheses and a scenario of so-called “high-range” 

hypotheses. These hypotheses mainly concerned the populations and the future employment (with and 

without realization of the Grand Paris Express project).  

Produced 
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Avoided 
GHG 
emissions  
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The results presented in that impact assessment confirmed the highly positive effect of the Grand Paris 

Express on the regional GHG emissions. By 2050 the project would lead to a reduction of respectively 27 

million t CO2eq according to the low-range hypotheses and 33 million t CO2eq according to the high-range 

hypotheses. 

Since then, the project has been further detailed. Each section and station have been addressed in 

specific studies. The timeline indicating the opening of the GPE lines has also been specified according to 

the progress of the different works. In that context, it was becoming important to update the greenhouse 

gas emissions balance according to the latest available data. That update was performed during the year 

2018. At the same time, the update provided an excellent opportunity to collect feedback from the users of 

the tool (more specifically the general contractors), and to analyze this information in order to adapt or 

improve the tool according to their remarks. 

Within the context of the update, two new scenarios, named A and B, were investigated. Unlike previously 

used scenarios, which were differentiated essentially by population and employment evolutions, scenarios 

A and B consider also variable emission factors and variable effects of the Grand Paris Express project. 

Indeed, GHG emissions balance is intrinsically based on a very large number of hypotheses (especially 

with regard to the impact of the Grand Paris Express and the emission factors) and that all these 

hypotheses contain potential biases. It is therefore useful to approach these biases by introducing variable 

hypotheses and to use value ranges instead of single figures. Scenario A, considered as the lower part of 

the range, is based on minimizing hypotheses, while scenario B, considered as the higher part of the 

range, includes hypotheses that are probably more realistic but still cautious. Furthermore, both scenarios 

only consider the effects of the Grand Paris Express that are commonly recognized and quantified. 

Indeed, studies carried out by the Société du Grand Paris show that the Grand Paris Express could also 

generate a large number of indirect, long-term effects, more specifically with regard to the changing 

mobility behaviors and the ways of living and working. These long-term behavior changes have not been 

modelled yet and therefore were not included in these balances, although these changes may involve 

considerable GHG savings in the long term.  

 

4. BASIC CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Pre-construction studies and works 

4.1.1. Concepts 

The realization of major transport infrastructure projects requires many pre-studies and a lot of preliminary 

works. They include the design studies, the environmental and socio-economic studies, the public debates 

and inquiries, the geotechnical studies, etc. The set-up and the follow-up of the project also implies a 

significant portion of project management. All these activities generate several types of emissions related 

to the home-to-work trips of the workers, the energy consumption of the buildings in which the studies are 

carried out, the use of consumable office supplies and paper, the depreciation of the equipment used to 

perform the studies, the special travels and trips, the depreciation of the buildings. 

Within the context of the Grand Paris Express, these activities mainly concern the activities of the Société 

du Grand Paris, but also the technical studies that were performed by a large number of independent 

engineering firms. 
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Figure 4: Overview of the emission items during the pre-study and preliminary works phase. Source:  STRATEC (11-2018) 

Most of the pre-studies and preliminary works induced by the project are needed for its realization, 

whether in terms of feasibility (it is impossible to build transport infrastructure without having detailed 

blueprints), or legislation (the different impact assessments, public debates and inquiries are required to 

obtain the building permits). The emissions produced by the pre-studies and preliminary works are 

relatively fixed and stable and can only be reduced up to a limited extent by way of accompanying 

measures. 

 

4.1.2. Calculation methodology 

Please note: for more details on the methodology used, please refer to the complete report on the set-up of the CarbOptimum methodology, which 

is annexed in its entirety to the DUP file related to line 15 South, 2012, §3.3, page 90. 

The pre-construction studies and works represent, overall, several percent of the entire budget allocated to 

the construction of the infrastructure. Therefore, they need to be taken into account in the GHG balance.  

However, since the pre-studies and the preliminary works are numerous and various, it is difficult to realize 

a precise GHG emission balance of each individual study or work. To enable their assessment at different 

levels of precision - ranging from a detailed assessment of a specific study to a general approach of all the 

pre-studies and preliminary works - CarbOptimum tool includes three levels of analysis. 

- 1 - studies and works of which the GHG emissions are known: if the engineering firms responsible 

for the pre-studies and preliminary works are able to communicate the GHG emissions they 

produce (quite often, larger-sized companies have already established a detailed analysis of their 

activities within the scope of the ‘Bilan Carbone’), theses emissions can be included as such in the 

project’s GHG balance. 

- 2 - studies and works of which the activities are known but not their GHG emissions: in this case, 

the emissions can be specifically calculated for each one of the previously identified items (home-

to-work trips of the workers, energy consumption of the buildings (heating and electricity), office 

consumables and other inputs, depreciation of the used equipment, specific travels and trips, 
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depreciation of the buildings). A review of the literature was performed to find emission factors that 

can be used for each one of these items. 

- 3 - studies and works of which the GHG emissions and activities are not known: in this case, the 

assessment of the emissions can be based on the costs of the studies and works by using a 

general emission factor for the studies and services performed by the engineering firms. On the 

basis of the budgets allocated to the pre-studies and preliminary works, it will be possible to deduct 

the overall, equivalent GHG emissions.  

Given the diversity of the pre-construction studies and the large number of parties involved in the Grand 

Paris Express project, it is method number 3, based on the budgets allocated to the pre-studies that was 

mainly been used to calculate the emissions related to the subway project. 

Several emission factors for tertiary services available in the literature, such as the factors proposed by the 

ADEME2 and the Defra methods3, were analyzed during the development of CarbOptimum tool. These 

emission factors were compared to specific assessments to finally retain an emission factor of 68g CO2eq 

per euro spent.  

The emission factors that are currently used in the ‘Base Carbone’ were revised upwards and are now set 

at 110g CO2eq per euro for the consultancy services and at 110g CO2eq per euro for the engineering 

services and the technical maintenance of the buildings (‘Base Carbone’, May 2019).  

As a consequence, the 2018 update of the GHG balance considers a scenario A, retaining an emission 

factor of 110g CO2eq per euro spent, and a scenario B retaining an emission factor of 68g CO2eq per euro 

spent.  

As these services become increasingly energy-efficient, an annual reduction of 1% of these emissions has 

also been considered. 

 

4.2. Construction of the infrastructure 

4.2.1. Concepts 

The construction of the subway infrastructure mainly produces GHG emissions related to the construction 

of the tunnels, viaducts, stations, etc., and the transport and the use of the construction materials. 

The analysis differentiates the emissions related to : the energy consumption on the construction sites; the 

depreciation of the construction machinery; the manufacturing of the materials (energy needed for the 

production and emissions/absorption of the processes); the transportation of the materials and the 

evacuation and disposal of the excavated material; the home-to-work trips of the construction site workers. 

Energy consumption on the construction sites and depreciation of the machinery 

The energy consumption on the construction sites includes the electricity, the combustion of different types 

of fuels (fuel for the machinery and the power generators; butane and propane for the wagons, the asphalt 

mix plants or lighting, etc.)  

The emissions produced by the energy consumption do not only concern the emissions generated on the 

construction site itself, but also the emissions generated the energy production and supply. 

                                                   
2 Guide des emission factors V6.1, ADEME, 2010.  
3 Guidelines to Defra / DECC’s GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting, 1€=0.86£. 
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The manufacturing of the construction machinery also requires energy consumption and the use of 

materials which in turn also generate GHG emissions. They are depreciated over the life-cycle of this 

machinery. 

Manufacturing of the used materials (consumed energy and emissions/absorptions of the processes) 

The construction of subway infrastructure and associated buildings requires large amounts of concrete, 

aggregates, metals, etc. The production of these materials also generates GHG emissions. These are 

related to the energy used for their production (extraction, crushing, heating, etc.) which depends on the 

methods used, and to the degassing of used resources. 

This item concerns on the one hand the materials that are used to realize the main infrastructure (tunnels 

and stations) and on the other hand the materials that are needed to produce the trains and construct the 

public-access and technical buildings. 

The production of materials requires so-called ‘grey’ energy. The associated emissions are generally 

expressed per unit produced: one m³ of concrete, one kilogram of steel, etc. It has to be pointed out that 

certain materials, such as steel, can be recycled, which can have a positive impact on the emissions. 

The process-liked emissions/absorptions concern mainly the degassing of the resources used in the lime 

(CaO) or cement production process. Heating limestone (CaCO3) at a temperature of about 600° leads to 

the degassing of CO2 according to the following chemical reaction: CaCO3→CaO + CO2. As the CO2 

released into the atmosphere is derived from limestone, it constitutes an additional net emission. Indeed, 

contrary to carbon of organic origin, carbon resulting from limestone can enter into an oxidative 

photosynthetic carbon cycle. 

Transport of materials, machinery and excavations 

The transport of materials and machinery includes several segments: 

- The transport from the production plant (materials) or storage facility (machinery) to the 
construction site; 

- If need be, the internal transport on the construction site: transport from one area of the site to 
another one (cut and fill, transportation of machinery, etc.); 

- The transport from the construction site to the waste management areas or the storage area of the 
machinery. 

The emissions that are recorded are not only produced by fuel combustion on the construction site 

(exhaust gases), but also by the means used to extract, refine and transport the fuel or the energy. 

If a lot of materials are transported, it is also necessary to take into account the vehicle wear and tear of 

the trucks. In that case, it is possible to assess the impact linked to the manufacturing of the vehicles in 

proportion to the wear and tear that corresponds to their use. 

Transport of the workers 

Every day, people working on the construction site travel between their home and workplace. Some of the 

workers, who are living far from the area and are working on the construction site on a weekly basis, might 

travel longer distances. 

Other people will only be working in the area of the construction site on an ‘ad hoc’ basis, for instance to 

perform controls or specific tasks, solve blocking issues, etc. As these trips will be more ‘on the spot’, they 

will be generally less optimized (number of people per car, etc.). 
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4.2.2. Calculation methodology 

Several tools - Oméga TP, GHG Protocol/Initiative Protocoles GES, GHG Indicator, Bilan Carbone, LGV 

RFF-SNCF-ADEME calculator - were analyzed and evaluated to check whether they could be adapted to 

calculate the GHG emissions related to the construction of the Grand Paris Express. This analysis showed 

that none of these tools were sufficiently comprehensive and detailed to calculate the emissions generated 

by the construction of the Grand Paris Express. 

So, CarbOptimum was developed to enable a more comprehensive approach that is better tailored to the 

construction of railway infrastructure and the available data. The tool was designed to process general 

information (e.g. the number of kilometers running through the tunnel, the number of stations), that can be 

progressively refined by populating the tool with additional information collected during the project and 

realization phases. 

Below, you will find a description of the emission factors related to the use of the main materials (concrete, 

metals, etc.) that are basic to the realization of most of the items. The following paragraphs detail for each 

item the type of data that must be entered into the tool to create the balance. 

Where relevant, the emissions of the following items are calculated per line: 

- the general organization of the construction site 

- the underground structures (tunnels excavated by TBM, covered cut trenches, open cut trenches) 

- the open air structures 

- the surface sections 

- the ventilation shafts 

- the railway equipment 

- the buildings and stations 

- the manufacturing of the train sets 

- the transport of the materials 

Note that CarbOptimum tool was used in the pre-project phase to assess the GHG emissions related to 

the construction of the subway, and that it was afterwards handed over to and further completed by the 

general contractors responsible for the different lines. That allowed to obtain and integrate new information 

and specifications, more precisely with regard to the default values. When realizing the 2018 update, this 

information allowed to refine the assessment methodology of the construction-related emissions. 

 

4.2.2.1. Emission factors related to the materials 

The following chapter details the sources and justifications of the emission factors that were integrated in 

the calculator. The definition of each emission factor is based on the cross-reference between different 

scientifically and internationally renowned information sources.  

Steel 

In 2012, an emission factor of 2.2 kg CO2eq per kg of used steel was retained, based on a benchmark of 

international publications, more specifically, Bilan Carbone®, EcoInvent 2.0, Norgate et al.4, ICE-University 

of Bath. That emission factor corresponded to the value recommended by the Bilan Carbone® 

methodology of the ADEME which adopted a cautious approach and generally used a much higher value 

than the ones available in the literature. 

                                                   
4 “Assessing the environmental impact of metal production processes”, T.E. Norgate*, S. Jahanshahi, W.J. Rankin, 2006. 
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So, the value recommended by the ADEME in the ‘Base Carbone’ was revised downwards. Indeed, the 

“Fédération Professionnelle des Entreprises du Recyclage” (FEDEREC)5 published in 2017 an 

‘environmental balance of recycling’ based on the life-cycle analysis method, set up for the recycling 

networks which are very well represented on the French market. Within this context, an analysis was 

made of the GHG emissions related to the manufacturing of steel from “virgin” raw material and 

“renewable” raw material. The results per kg of collected steel provide an emission factor of 2.2 kg 

CO2eq/kg for steel made from primary material, and of 0.938 kg CO2eq/kg for recycled steel (uncertainty 

on these emission factors is estimated at 10%). The average rate of recycled material contained in the 

produced steel on the French market is estimated at 47% (source: Eco-Emballages). So, the 2018 update 

retains an average emission factor of 1.6 kg CO2eq/kg for steel. 

Cements, concrete and mortars 

Concrete is made up of cement (clinkers and additives), sand, aggregate (gravel) and water, and, if 

needed, a steel reinforcement matrix. The mechanical properties of cement depend on the respective 

dosage of each one of the components, mainly cement. Additives can be used. 

The obtained emission factors of cement (Portland: Type I) are relatively in line with the different 

international sources that were consulted (from 0.77 to 0,99 kg CO2eq / kg according to the life-cycle 

analysis of EcoInvent 2.0, Infociment, the Bilan Carbone®/Base INIES method and the University of Bath, 

in partnership with Carbone Trust®). 

The values encountered for concrete however differ substantially, from 209 kg CO2eq/m³ for concrete 

containing cement of type II (data base INIES) to 362 kg CO2eq/m³ for concrete class C40/50 (university of 

Bath, in partnership of Carbon Trust). 

Distinction must also be made between the different types of concrete and their properties. The CXX/YY 

classification refers to the compressive strength of the concrete expressed in N/mm² (XX: determines the 

minimum strength of structural concrete; YY: determines the minimum strength tested on a 15/15 cube 

after 28 days of curing). 

The ADEME recommends the following values for cements and concrete: 

• Cement: 

o Portland cement (Type I): 0.866 kg CO2eq / kg in accordance to the ACV of ATIL 
(Association Technique de l’Industrie des Liants hydrauliques)6 that has been subject of 
critical review in 2011; 

o Cement of type II containing X% of Clinker: 0.866 x X% / 95%. By default, 80% of clinker for 
cement of type II, i.e. 0.729 kg CO2eq / kg; 

• Concrete: 

o 220 kg CO2 eq / m³ for concrete class C25/30 (Lafarge: Association Technique de l’Industrie 
des Liants Hydrauliques), taking into account a density of 2.5 tonnes/m3 of concrete. 

By keeping constant the ratios recommended for the different types of concrete by the university of Bath in 

partnership with Carbon Trust, the following values have been used in the 2018 update: 195 kg CO2 eq /m³ 

for concrete class C16/20, 209 for concrete class C20/25, 220 for concrete class C25/30, 234 for concrete 

class C28/35, 257 for concrete class C32/40, 294 for concrete class C40/50 and 325 for concrete 

classC50/60. 

                                                   
5 FEDEREC. Evaluation environnementale du recyclage en France selon la méthodologie de l’analyse de cycle de vie – Rapport 
final. March 2017. 
6 The environmental information module of ATILH published in June 2011. 
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If the composition of the concrete is known, CarbOptimum tool calculates the emissions automatically. If 

the type of concrete is not specified, it is concrete class C32/40 that is used by default for concrete walls 

and upper floor slabs of covered cuts and underground sections. This decision has been validated by the 

general contractor of L18. Concrete class C32/40 is used by default for the railway equipment. This 

decision has been validated by the general contractor of L15. Concrete of class C40/50 was retained by 

default for the tunnel lining segments, as recommended by the general contractors of L15 West, L15, L17 

and L18. 

Reinforced concrete 

For the reinforced concrete, a low-tech steel with a lower emission factor than the one of standard steel 

was taken into account. On the basis of the emission factors described in the HSL study Rhine-Rhône and 

the factors used by the university of Bath, it was decided to reason in terms of volume instead of mass, 

and to linearize. Taking into account the difference of density between concrete and reinforced concrete, 

and a recycling rate of 60% that is generally applied for reinforced concrete, it was considered that 145 kg 

CO2eq/m3 of concrete must be added for each 100 kg of steel reinforcement per m3 of concrete. 

As the infrastructure will be constructed over a relatively short period of time, the impact of technological 

improvements leading to increased energy efficiency of the works, will be limited to only a few 

percentages. This variation being well below the degree of uncertainty affecting the construction-related 

emission factors, the latter were held constant over time. 

 

4.2.2.2. General organization of the construction site 

The energy consumption related to the organization of the construction site mainly concerns the home-to-

work trips of the workers and the electricity used by the power generators and the work containers.  

Home-to-work trips 

The main input parameter is the duration of the works and the average number of workers. This enables to 

calculate the number of men.weeks.  

CarbOptimum tool automatically takes into account the emissions related to the construction site. The user 

can enter the number of weeks that the construction site will last and the number of workers. If this 

information is not available, the tool proposes default values. For the different lines, these values are 

calculated on the basis of the length of the tunnel, the covered and the open cut trenches, the viaducts and 

the surface sections. For the operating and maintenance centers, they are calculated based on the surface 

areas of the buildings. 

The tool determines the emissions related to the home-to-work trips of the construction site workers from: 

the share of workers travelling long distances, the modal share of the private car for home-to-work trips 

and weekly long distance travels, the distances travelled for the home-to-work trips and the weekly long 

distance travels, and the average occupancy rate of the private cars. 

These parameters allow to define a global emission factor related to the travels per worker and per day, 

and to calculate the emissions of the item “travelling of the workers” by multiplying the latter by the number 

of workers on the construction sites and the duration of the works. The table below shows the default 

values that were retained for these parameters. 
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Table 1: Hypotheses related to the travelling of the workers 

Travelling of 
the workers 

Parameters Default value 

Home Work 

Modal part of the car 75% 

Occupancy rate of the cars 1.1 

Average distance to the construction site 20 km 

Number of weekly return trips 10 

Long distances 

Share of workers travelling long distances 20% 

Modal part of the car for the weekly return trip 50% 

Occupancy rate of the cars Weekly return trip 1.1 

Average distance Weekly return trip 400 km 

Number of weekly return trips 1 

 

The job market of Ile-de-France is large enough to ensure that most of construction site workers will be 

living in the Region. Therefore, the share of workers travelling long distances was set at the relatively low 

value of 20%, while the distance home-work was set at the relatively high value of 20 km (by way of 

comparison: the national average value is 14.7 km). With regard to the number of workers living in the 

‘Grande Couronne’, the value of the modal part of the private car used for home-to-work trips is in line with 

the results of the survey “Enquête Nationale Transport Déplacements 2008 (ENTD 2008)” The occupancy 

rate of the cars set at 1.1 equals the ADEME reference value for work-related trips.  

Finally, given the railway offer in Paris’ region, it was considered that only half of the workers travelling 

long distances return home by car at the end of the week. The average distance travelled for these return 

trips was set at 400 km, which allows to integrate the major job markets outside Ile-de-France. 

It is also assumed that the workers who do not travel by car, use the RER or the subway for their home-to-

work trips and the train for the long-distance travels. All the workers, including the ones who travel long 

distances, were considered making 10 home-to-work (or accommodation-to-work) trips per week. 

The emission factors of the means of transport used are the ones figuring in the Bilan Carbone®: 256 g 

CO2eq/veh.km for private cars (average for France), 25 g CO2eq/pass.km for trains (average for France), 

and 5.7 g CO2eq/pass.km for subway/RER. 

Considering the retained hypotheses, the average worker travels each week 210 km by car, 50 km by 

RER or subway and 80 km by train. With regard to the transport of workers, this results in a global 

emission factor of 11.2 kg CO2eq per worker and per day worked on the construction site. 

Construction site containers 

The item ‘Construction site containers’ refers to the emissions related to the energy consumption of the 

cabins on the construction site. According to the regulations, a construction site such as the one of the 

Grand Paris Express project, must provide a space with closets with a surface area of more than 

1.25 m²/person and an eating area with a surface area of more than 1.5 m²/pers. Taking into account the 

sanitary facilities and the first-aid stations, the work shelter must provide a surface area of around 3 m² per 

person. 

According to the ‘Bilan Carbone®’, the average annual consumption of electrically heated buildings is 283 

kWh/m² for offices and 254 kWh/m² for bars/hotels/restaurants. 

Given the fact that a construction site shelter does not provide all the facilities of a conventional room, but 

consumes more heating because less isolated, we considered a value of 250 kWh/m². In this way, the 

electricity consumption per worker per year equals 750 kWh. 
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4.2.2.3. Underground structures (tunnels, covered cut trenches and open 

cut trenches) 

The underground sections of the Grand Paris Express subway will mainly be realized by tunnel boring 

machine (TBM). However, CarbOptimum tool was developed to be able to take into account several types 

of techniques such as ‘cut-and-cover’ (opening from the surface, coverage and backfilling) and open cut 

trenches. 

This item estimates the required quantities of materials that are taken into account in the GHG emissions 

balance according to the emission factors mentioned above, as well as the energy consumption of the 

TBM and the machinery on the construction site. It also includes the materials needed to support the 

railroad equipment (tunnel lining segments, walls, concrete slabs and rafts at the bottom of the tunnel or 

cut trenches). 

The figures below show the different components of the tunnels and cut trenches: 

 

Figure 5: Cross-sectional view and dimensions considered in the CarbOptimum tool for the tunnels (left side) and the covered cut 
trenches (right side) (source: STRATEC, Méthodologie de calculs des émissions, rapport de phase 2, 2012) 

 

The inside diameter of the tunnels of the Grand Paris Express should range between 8 and 9 meters. The 

default inside diameter for a monotube subway tunnel was set at 8.2 m. 

The default values for the covered cut trenches (cut-and-cover) are the following: depth of 10 m, height of 

7 m, slab width of 7.4 m, wall thickness of 0.4 m, upper slab thickness of 0.8 m, bottom layer thickness of 

1.5 m. The estimation of the emissions related to the construction of the open cut trenches are based on 

similar parameter settings, with two exceptions: absence of the upper slab, and, by assumption, half of the 

quantity of excavated and backfill material needed for the cut-and-cover method.  

The volume of the tunnel lining segments was determined according to the inside diameter of the tunnels 

and the thickness of the lining segments. Based on the experience feedback from the literature review, the 

default value retained for the thickness of the tunnel lining segments was set at 40 cm. This value was 

validated by the consultation with general contractors held in 2018 (set at 0.4 for L16 and reset at 0.38 for 

L17 N). 

The raft covers the bottom of the tunnel or the trench, and creates as such a platform, whose default value 

width is set in the tool at 7.4 m. The calculation is based on a concrete class C25/30 with 100 kg of steel 

reinforcement per m³, which represents an emission factor of 0.365 t CO2eq/m3 per raft. 

A TBM does not leave a neat cut. So, injection grout must be used to fill the empty space between the soil 

and the tunnel lining segments and to prevent ground settlement or shifting of the lining segments. By 

assumption, it is considered to apply an equally thick layer of 20 cm of injection grout all around the tunnel 
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lining segments.  The composition of this injection grout varies and depends on the type of soil. The 

emission factor however varies very little and is not affected by its composition. The default emission 

factor that was retained for the injection grout is 0.375 t CO2eq/m3. 

The energy consumption related to the boring of the tunnels and the digging of the trenches is assessed 

on the basis of the volumes of excavated material for the tunnels, the volumes of excavated and backfilled 

material for the trenches and the unit consumption of the machinery and the TBM per m³ that is removed.  

The removal of these materials from one construction site to another or to a storage center is integrated in 

the item ‘Freight’. 

The following default ratios are retained for the unit consumptions:  

- 1 liter of fuel per m³ that is excavated or backfilled (ratio retained within the context of the carbon 

balance of the HSL Rhine-Rhône). In CarbOptimum tool, this consumption ratio is referred to as 

the energy performance of the excavator used for the digging and the backfilling. This was 

validated by the general contractor of L18. 

- For the tunnels, the following energy performances are retained: 20 kWh per m3 of excavated 

material, which is the median value of the different TBM we assessed. This value is of the same 

order of magnitude as the one of the TBM that was used to drill the Duplex A86 in the subsoil of the 

Ile-de-France (18 kWh par m3), in conditions that should be quite similar to the ones that might be 

expected in the case of the Grand Paris subway.  

The volumes of excavated material mainly depend on the depth and the outside dimensions of the 

structures. After being moved (item ‘Freight’), these materials can be re-shoveled in order to be stored or 

used as backfilling.  We consider that 50% of the materials that are removed, will be re-shoveled after 

transportation. 

Please note: These volumes correspond respectively to the gauge of a monotube subway tunnel or a 
double-track trench. In the sections where a bitube subway tunnel is considered, the values of the 
diameter, the thickness of the tunnel lining segments and the width of the platform were modified 
accordingly.  

 

4.2.2.4. Open air structures 

The emission factors related to the construction of the open-air structures are very little used in the context 

of the Grand Paris Express. The few factors that are used, are the following: 

- Metallic two-beam viaduct, concrete pier, concrete deck:  23 000 t CO2eq /km (double-track), 

- Concrete-filled steel viaduct pier, concrete deck 24 000 t CO2eq /km (double-track), 

- Railway bridge (double-track): 350 t CO2eq/Unit, 

- Road bridge: 420 t CO2eq/Unit, 

- Grade-separation junction: 2,570 t CO2eq/Unit. 

 

4.2.2.5. Surface sections 

The emissions factor related to the construction of the surface railway includes two items: the first one is 

related to the energy consumption of the earthworks, and the second one to the materials (lime, mainly 

used for the soil treatment). 
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We adopt the following hypothesis: average excavation/backfilling thickness of 6 meters per running meter 

for an 8-meter-wide platform, i.e. 48 m³ per running meter of the platform. The transport of the materials 

between the construction sites or to a storage center is integrated in the item ‘Freight’. The retained default 

volume of excavated or backfilled material is thus 48,000 m3 per platform kilometer (double-track). For one 

liter of fuel per m³, this corresponds to an energy consumption of 48,000 liters of fuel. 

These values were retained after analysis of the volume of materials that were removed for realizing one 

kilometer of platform above-ground, used in the tool developed by the ‘Réseau Ferré de France’, l’ADEME 

et la SNCF within the context of the HSL Rhine-Rhône. But we selected lower values, given the fact that a 

subway project does not need excavation or backfilling areas that are as large as the ones required for the 

creation of a high-speed railway line. 

In addition, the realization of a platform above-ground requires the treatment of about 20 to 30% of the 

decking materials that must be treated with an hydraulic binding agent that is partly made up of lime 

(between 2 and 4% according to the carbon balance of the HSL Rhine-Rhône) which has a high emission 

factor of 1.1 kgCO2/kg. Considering that one m³ of material weighs 1.8 ton, the treatment with an agent 

containing 2% of lime would require 36 kg of lime, which corresponds to 40 kg CO2eq par m3 of material 

treated with this type of binding agent. This percentage by weight was confirmed by the general 

contractors of L17 and L18. Based on 48,000 m³ of excavated or backfilled material of which 25% has 

been treated, the treatment with lime implies the emission of 475 t CO2eq for one kilometer of platform that 

has been decked. 

In the surface sections, the implantation of the subway will lead over the long term to a change of the land-

use, that will pass from a forest ecosystem or prairie to an artificialized surface. This will lead to changes in 

the amount of carbon stored in the vegetation and the soil. The retained carbon release emission factor is 

383,7 t CO2eq / ha (biomass + soil). The surfaces that are concerned by the construction of the 

infrastructure are relatively restricted. The exploitation potential of these natural surfaces for the 

production of green energy will therefore not be considered. For a double-track section, we consider a 

right-of-way width of 8 m (4 m for a single-track section). This results in an average land-use change factor 

of 383,7 x 1000 x 8 / 10000 = 307 t CO2eq / km for a double-track section (154 t CO2eq / km for a single-

track section). 

 

4.2.2.6. Ventilation shafts 

The calculation of the emissions related to the construction of the ventilation shafts is based on the 

number of shafts and a default parameter setting. The default values are the ones recommended by the 

general contractor of line 15 East: final inside height of 21 m, final inside width of 15 m, upper slab 

thickness of 0.8 m, raft thickness of 1 m. 

 

4.2.2.7. Railway equipment 

As for all the other items, the default values of the railway equipment included in the tool, are based on the 

length of the tunnels, the trenches, the engineering structures. If needed, these values can be further 

specified. As the railway equipment does not fall within the field of competence of the general contracting 

project ‘Infrastructure’, there was very little feedback form the general contractors after the use of 

CarbOptimum tool. 

Therefore, the emission factors of the 2018 update are identical or very similar to the ones used 

previously. These factors were based on the analysis of the emission factors of a certain number of 

studies. They concern more in specific: 
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- Track laid on ballast: 32,3 t CO2eq per kilometer of single-trackway; 

- Track on concrete slab: shim layer that is 20 cm thick and 2.8 m wide for each one of the tracks, 
made up of concrete class C25/30 with steel reinforcement at 100kg per m³. 

- The railway sleepers: 76,7 t CO2eq for each kilometer of constructed railway track; 

- Rail fastening system: 8,5 kg CO2eq per fastening system, i.e. 17 kg CO2eq for both fastening 
systems, or, 28,3 kg CO2eq/ml for one track if considering one railway sleeper every 60 cm; 

- Rail: The emission factor of the rails is based on the following values: 264 t CO2eq/km for one 
single track, for two rails, and an emission factor of the steel of 2.2 kgCO2eq per kg of steel and a 
standard rail mass of 60 kg per meter. 

- The running tracks: 400 kg CO2eq/ml for a single track, i.e. for two running tracks, without the 
railway sleepers and the fasteners, based on the generic emission factor defined for steel, i.e.  
2 20 0 kgCO2e/t; 

- Third rail and guide-bars: 204 t CO2eq/km for two guide-bars of a single track (or 102 t CO2eq/km 
for a single third rail of a single track), based on the generic emission factor defined for steel; 

- Catenaries: 39.1 kg CO2eq per meter of rigid catenary; 

- Strong current and weak current cables: 9.91 t CO2eq per kilometer of railway track. 

Switches and crossings refer to all the switches, crossings, single or double junctions, stop blocks, derail 

blocks and expansion devices. The blocks and the expansion devices don’t have a significative impact on 

the weight of the installed materials and will therefore not be taken into account. The switches and 

different types of crossings imply additional switch points, frogs, guard rails ... on reinforced and larger 

railway sleepers. Basically, this means that twice as much equipment will be needed for the tracks (railway 

sleepers, fasteners, rails). To take that into account, we double the length of the switches and crossings 

(i.e. we take into account the measurement of each track, although not independently). 

 

4.2.2.8. Stations and buildings 

There are several types of stations: open air, underground and surface stations. CarbOptimum allows to 

enter values related to these three types of stations while taking into account the following 

recommendations: 

- Open air stations: the length of these surface sections is increased to include the viaduct. The 
surface areas of the open-air stations must be integrated in the number of surface areas of the 
surface stations. 

- Underground stations: Some of the underground stations also have a surface section. In that case, 
only the underground section will be considered as underground station. 

- Surface stations: The surface sections of underground stations are considered as surface 
buildings, and not as the upper parts of underground buildings. 

After having analyzed different international sources (ADEME and CSTB guidelines on the embodied 

carbon in buildings and emission factors of concrete buildings), the following emission factors were 

retained: 

- For buildings with a concrete frame and a standard ceiling height (i.e. lower than 3.5 m): 500 kg 
CO2eq/m2 floor area; 

- For buildings with a concrete frame and a ceiling height higher than 3.5 m: 167 kg CO2eq/m3; 
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- For buildings with a steel frame and ceiling height lower than 3.5 m: 180 kg CO2eq/m2 floor area; 
and with a ceiling height higher than 3.5 m: 60 kg CO2eq/m2.   

The emission factors of the underground buildings realized by the cover-and-cut method also integrate the 

energy that was consumed for the excavation and the backfilling of the materials. 

The platforms of the underground stations must be integrated in the surface areas of the floor area. The 

used materials being similar to the materials used for the building frames (concrete), we consider that the 

relatively poor interior fittings of the stations will offset the excess of materials that will be required in terms 

of physical constraints and platform volumes. 

In case the platforms are realized outside, the platforms must be considered as additional items. 

According to the ‘Bilan Carbone’ of the HSL Rhine-Rhône, a double platform, constructed at both sides of 

the tracks, measuring each 5,5m x 120m, would produce an emission factor of 150 t CO2eq generated by 

the extension materials, including their treatment and use, the platform tiles and the curbs. 

 

4.2.2.9. Manufacturing of the train sets 

The greenhouse gas emissions related to the manufacturing of the train sets mainly depend on the weight 

of the chosen train sets and the materials they are made of.  

The analysis of the train set types that could be considered, shows that in most of the cases, this material 

mainly consists of aluminum alloy, and that the weight of a train set is proportional to its length. The Grand 

Paris Express subway is supposed to use train sets of about 120 meters, which corresponds to a weight of 

about 187 tonnes per train set.  

Aluminum is the main component of a train set. But it also contains other materials, that are still unknown 

today. To simplify this item, we assume that the entire train set is made of aluminum.  

According to these hypotheses and an emission factor of aluminum of 6.1 t CO2eq/t, the total emission 

factor was 1,140 t CO2eq per train set. 

 

4.2.2.10. Transport of the materials 

There are several means of transport for moving materials and equipment from one place to another: 

maritime, inland water, rail, road or air transport. The most accurate approach is based on the energy 

consumption (liter of fuel needed, kWh of electricity consumed, etc.), but ratios allow to assess the 

consumption on the basis of the distances travelled (and the loading ratios for the road transport modes).  

However, cargo is very often pooled, which implies that the energy consumption must be considered pro 

rata the cargo. This distribution rule was based on two elements: the distance travelled (the longer the 

distance, the higher the impact), and the weight that is transported (the bigger the quantity, the higher the 

impact). Instead of considering the distance travelled, the calculation is based on a logistic flow expressed 

in tonne.km. The logistic flow is calculated by multiplying the transported weight with the distance 

travelled: e.g. the logistic flow of a tunnel lining segment of 4 tonnes that has been transported over 200 

km will be 800 t.km.  
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The related emission factors, drawn from the ‘Bilan Carbone’ and confirmed by the GHG Protocol, are the 

following: 

- Maritime transport (bulk carriers): 3.2 g CO2eq /t.km 

- French train (average ETH and ETS): 17.5 g CO2eq /t.km 

- European train (average ETH and ETS): 22.6 g CO2eq /t.km 

- Inland water transport (barges and canal boats with a capacity of 1000t): 40 g CO2 eq/t.km 

- Semi-trailer on national and international routes (outward transport at 80% of the payload (20 t), 

return trip optimized according to the French average (returns empty at 20%) 81 g CO2 eq/t.km 

- Semi-trailer on local routes (outward transport at 80% of the payload (20 t), returns empty) 118 g 

CO2eq /t.km 

When the distances travelled to remove the excavated and backfilling materials are not known, 

CarbOptimum tool uses the following default values: 

Table 2: Average distances travelled to remove the excavated materials or transport the materials when the exact values are not 
known (default values)  

 Excavated 

materials 

Tunnel 

lining 

segments 

Mortar Raft 
Reinforced 

concrete 

Railway 
sleepers 
and rails 

km in heavy load truck-

local 
50 39.36 39.36 39.36 39.36 0 

km in heavy load truck-

national 
0 185 0 20 30 500 

 

When the distances travelled from the origin of the materials is known, they must be taken into account. 

CarbOptimum tool allows to estimate the average distances per line to assure that the removal of the 

excavated materials is equally distributed between the different transport modes, according to the 

information of the SGP for each line of the Grand Paris Express.  

 

4.2.3. Sensitivity and scenarios 

As already mentioned earlier, the construction-related emissions are generated by many different 

elements (materials used; use of machinery; home-to-work trips of the workers; etc.). All these elements 

might be subject to biases, both with respect to the item quantification and the related emission factor. 

This multitude of elements to be considered makes it difficult to define the scenarios if we want to change 

each identified impact or each retained emission factor.  

But the fact that all these elements and biases can be both positive or negative, also ensures a certain 

consistency of the global results as the opposite biases will offset each other.  

For instance, several subway configurations (options) were analyzed during the impact assessment. The 

GHG emissions balance showed that the different configurations had only very little effect on the global 

construction-related emissions (+/- 0,4%). The 2018 update also showed that the adjustments made to the 

different parameter settings only affected in a limited way the results of the balance (+ 1,25%). On the 

basis of these findings, it seemed appropriate to consider in the 2018 update a scenario A, integrating an 

average value of +2%, and a scenario B integrating an average value of -2%. 
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4.3. Operation 

4.3.1. Concepts 

The operation of the Grand Paris Express infrastructure will generate significant flows of greenhouse gas. 

They will mainly concern energy consumption and all the inputs linked to the operation of the trains and 

stations. 

 

Figure 6: Overview of the emission items generated by the operation of the GPE - Source: STRATEC, 2011 

More precisely, it concerns the following elements: 

- The traction energy to move the trains: 

The trains sets use electricity to move and transport the passengers. The different functions on 

board are powered by the same energy source, which is sometimes transformed (compressed air 

for the braking system, heating or cooling for the thermic comfort, etc.) 

- Energy consumption of the buildings: 

The stations (lighting, heating/cooling, natural ventilation, etc.), the public-access, administrative 

and technical buildings (maintenance facilities, etc.) consume electricity and, if needed, fuels. 

- The emissions generated by all the management, marketing, monitoring and steering activities, 

etc.  

These emissions mainly concern the items mentioned in the pre-construction studies, more in 

specific: home-to-work trips of the workers (drivers, maintenance agents, dispatchers, etc.), energy 

consumption of offices, depreciation of equipment and buildings. 

- The emissions related to the maintenance and the renovation of the infrastructure: 

The railway infrastructure, the buildings and the trains require constant and permanent 

maintenance throughout their life-cycle, which includes the use of replacement parts, maintenance 

products, etc. More significant renovation or renewal works will also be needed from time to time. 

Traction energy 

Energy consumption of the 

stations 

Heating 

Lighting 

Ventilation  

… 

Management - marketing - monitoring - 

steering: 

Home-to-work trips 

Energy consumption of the offices... 

Maintenace of the stations, tracks, 

catenaries, signalling and security 

devices, train sets... 
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The characteristics of the structure having an impact on the operation-related emissions are mainly the 

following: 

• The number of stations and their architectural configuration (volume, type of building, depth of the 

structure, isolation, etc.); 

• The technical configuration of the future subway (commercial speed, rolling technology, etc.) with 

regard to the traction energy needed for its operation; 

• The type and the source of the energies used. 

 

4.3.2. Calculation methodology 

4.3.2.1. The traction energy to move the trains 

The energy consumption of the trains is one of the major items of the GHG emissions balance. Indeed, 

although the GHG emissions produced by electric energy are relatively low, the quantity of electricity 

required to move the trains at a very high frequency is large. 

To provide an exact assessment of the expected level of consumption, we need to know the technologies 

that will be used. If the user knows the exact level of expected electric consumption, he can integrate it 

directly in CarbOptimum tool. 

Within the context of the Grand Paris Express, it was expected that the specific technologic features of the 

trains would not be known at the first stages of the project design. Therefore, CarbOptimum tool also 

allows to assess the energy consumption and the emissions it generates based on the distances travelled 

(train.km) per year, and this for the different lines. The user can optionally specify the rolling technology 

(rubber-tires or steel wheels) as well as the use that will be made or not of advanced technologies to 

reduce energy consumption (regeneration of braking energy, etc.). 

Based on the available data on energy consumption of trains, it is assumed that a wagon with a passenger 

capacity of 112 seats, consumes 2.38 kWh/km. This amount of energy consumption is adjusted up or 

down, according to the capacity of the wagon. 

Based on the available literature on this topic, it was decided to minimize this consumption by 15% in case 

of a rolling system on steel and by 25% in case advanced energy consumption reduction technologies are 

used, more in specific the regeneration of braking energy.  

The assessment of the electric consumption of the different lines was based on the number of trains.km 

per line, the number of wagons per train, the capacity of the wagon, the rolling system (steel/rubber tire) 

and the use of advanced consumption reduction technologies. The table below shows the values that were 

retained: 

Table 3: Hypotheses on the operation of the GPE and global emissions 2024-2050 (source: SGP) 

Line 
Number of 

wagon.km/year 
(in millions) 

Number of seats 
per wagon 

Reduction rolling 
system on steel 

Reduction 
technologically 

advanced system 
KWh/wagon.km 

14 84 119 No Yes 2.53 

15 129 166 Yes Yes 2.25 

16/17 33.9 166 Yes Yes 2.25 

18 18.93 116 Yes Yes 1.57 
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Next, the energy consumption needed to move the trains was translated into GHG emissions by using the 

emission factor of electricity.  

In the 2012 balance, the definition of this emission factor was based on the data of the ADEME and set at 

65.2g CO2eq /kWh in 2020; this value decreased over time to reach 54.4g CO2eq in 2050 This was a very 

cautious emission factor. Indeed, the new estimations of the average electricity mix realized by the 

ADEME in 2018, set this value at 57.1g CO2eq/kWh (‘Base Carbone’, May 2019). Furthermore, the latest 

analyses differentiating the emissions related to electric consumption according to the use, report a factor 

of 38.6g CO2éq/kWh for transport in 2018 (‘Base Carbone’, May 2019), i.e. a value that is 44% lower than 

the one used in the tool. 

As a consequence, the 2018 update of the GHG balance considers a scenario A, based on an emission 

factor of 57.1g CO2eq/kWh in 2018 decreasing to 47.6 by 2050, and a scenario B based on an emission 

factor of 38.6g CO2eq/kWh in 2018 decreasing to 32.2 by 2050. 

 

4.3.2.2. Energy consumption of the station and technical buildings 

CarbOptimum tool was developed to assess the GHG emissions related to the energy consumption of the 

stations, the public-access and the technical buildings (maintenance), whether on the basis of the 

estimated consumptions of the different types of energy (electricity, gas, fuel), or on the basis of the 

surface areas of the building if the energy consumption is not known. The tool can also take into account 

the air conditioning systems, if needed. 

As the forecasted energy consumption of the stations, public-access and technical buildings 

(maintenance) were not exactly know, nor in 2012 nor during the 2018 update, the GHG emissions were 

assessed based on the surface areas of these spaces. The average consumptions retained in 2012 were 

calculated based on the average values of the tertiary sector which was evaluated at 126kwh/m²/year for 

electricity (excepted heating and sanitary hot water) and 167 kwh/m²/year for the heating and the sanitary 

hot water. These were cautious factors, as they were based on an analysis of the average consumptions 

of buildings before LED lighting become widely adopted and without taking into account the new isolation 

standards for buildings. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the stations of the Grand Paris Express 

could consume about two times less energy that the average consumption of the existing buildings7: 

As a consequence, the 2018 update of the GHG balance considers a scenario A, based on a reduction of 

the consumption of 25%, and a scenario B based on a consumption that is 50% lower. The table below 

shows the retained emission factors and their evolution over time:   

 

Table 4: Emission factors energy consumption buildings 

Kg CO2eq/m².year per year      Horizon 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Scenario A B A B A B A B 

Electricity consumption (except 
heating) 

5.3 2.4 5.0 2.3 4.8 2.1 4.5 2.0 

Natural gas consumption (heating and 
SHW) 

29.9 20.0 29.8 19.9 29.7 19.7 29.5 19.7 

 

With regard to the heating of the stations, only the surface areas of the open-air buildings were 

considered. Indeed, underground stations stay naturally at an acceptable temperature even without 

                                                   
7 Les LED mettent en lumière les économies d’énergie, https://www.ratp.fr/decouvrir/coulisses/modernisation-du-reseau/les-led-
mettent-en-lumiere-les-economies-denergie  

https://www.ratp.fr/decouvrir/coulisses/modernisation-du-reseau/les-led-mettent-en-lumiere-les-economies-denergie
https://www.ratp.fr/decouvrir/coulisses/modernisation-du-reseau/les-led-mettent-en-lumiere-les-economies-denergie
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heaters. For the operating centers and the maintenance buildings, it was considered that only 25% of the 

overall open air and underground surfaces was heated. 

 

4.3.2.3. Management, marketing, monitoring and steering activities, etc. 

The emissions related to the management and steering activities of the infrastructure can be processed in 

CarbOptimum tool in the same way than the emissions related to the pre-studies and preliminary works, 

i.e. according to the well-defined activities or based on allocated budgets. 

As these activities are not yet precisely known, the emissions related to this item were assessed, both in 

2012 and 2018, based on allocated budgets. 

Emission factors are the same as previously detailed: 110g CO2eq per euro for scenario A and 68g CO2eq 

per euro for scenario B for the year 2018.As the energetic efficiency of these services constantly improves, 

an annual reduction of 1% of these emissions has also been considered. 

The assessment of the emissions related to the maintenance and the management was based on the 

budget forecasts for these specific activities, which amounted at about 507,8 M€/year for all the lines, in 

constant euros 2015. This budget is distributed between the different lines, as shown in the table below. 

These amounts correspond to the annual operation and maintenance costs of the GPE, the maintenance 

of the passenger trains and the maintenance of the infrastructure and the systems. The traction energy, 

the energy required to operate the stations, and the provisions for renewing the infrastructure, the system 

and the trains, are non-included in these amounts and are recorded in other items of the tab ‘operation’. 

 

Table 5: Annual operation/maintenance costs (in millions of constant euros 2015), except traction energy and energy consumption 
of the stations, per line (source: SGP communications 2018) 

 L14 L15 L16/17 L18 

Annual operation/maintenance 

costs (M€), except traction energy 

and energy consumption of the 

stations 

79.7 267.4 103.4 57.30 

 

4.3.2.4. Renewal of the infrastructure 

Transport infrastructure such as the one of the Grand Paris Express have a very long life-cycle of at least 

100 years. However, to keep this infrastructure in optimal operating conditions, certain railway equipment 

(rails, catenaries, etc.) and buildings (stations, technical rooms, etc.) will require renovation or renewal.  

The renewal of major equipment and the heavy renovation operations other than regular maintenance, are 

recorded in proportion to the operations calculated in the part ‘construction’.  

In the 2012 balance, the retained life-cycle of the railway equipment and the buildings (except land-use) 

was set at 35 years. This is a cautious hypothesis based on the most intensively used parts while other, 

more structural elements, have most of the time a life-cycle of more than 50 years. In the 2018 update, 

scenario A assumes a life-cycle of 35 years, while scenario B is based on a life-cycle of 40 years. 

As the energetic efficiency of the production of construction materials constantly improves, an annual 

reduction of 1% of these emissions has also been considered. 

The emissions of the renewal operations are reported per line based on an annual amount that is 

gradually adapted according to the realization.  
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EVOLUTION OF THE EMISSION FACTORS RELATED TO THE OPERATION OF THE GPE  

The energy consumptions of the trains and the buildings depend on the technologies that will be used 

when opening the lines. Therefore, they are unlikely to change over time - at least not in the first 20 or 30 

years. These consumptions are generally maintained constant over time. However, the GHG emissions 

related to the consumed energy will certainly change in the future. The emission factors of the energies 

will vary over time in the same way as those of the electricity whose emission factor of 57.1g CO2eq/kWh 

(scenario A) or 38.6g CO2eqq/kWh (scenario B) in 2020 will gradually decline over time until reaching 

47.6g CO2eq (scenario A) or 32.2g CO2eq (scenario B) in 2050. 

As the management, monitoring, steering or maintenance activities will become increasingly energy-

efficient over time, an annual reduction of 1% of these emissions has also been considered. 

 

4.4. Mobility 

4.4.1. Concepts 

The Grand Paris Express transport network project aims to improve the mobility in the Ile-de-France, more 

in specific through a modal shift from the road to public transport. This modal shift should allow to reduce 

the use of cars and as such lead to a reduction of the GHG emissions. Indeed, as shown in the graphic 

below, the emissions per kilometer travelled are quite different according to the mode of transport: 

 

Figure 7: Average emissions in kg CO2eq produced by travelling depending on the mode of transport (private car 1 person in the 
center of town, motorcycle >125cm3, minibus 4 passengers, bus transporting an average of 21 passengers, train). Data from the 
Bilan Carbone® model of the ADEME, 2012. 

The pre-studies have shown that public transport, although very much used for travelling on the radial 

lines from and to Paris, is very little used for travelling between the crowns. Indeed, the absence of ring 

lines implies that users travelling between the small and big crown have to pass through Paris via the 

structural radial axes which are largely saturated. This situation deters a certain number of people from 

using public transport. 

By providing new ring line connections, the Grand Paris Express project will bring about major changes in 

the use of transport modes for intra-regional travels. The new offer provided by the project will lead to a 

more finely meshed network and allow better connections between the different zones of the suburbs 

without having to pass through the center of Paris. It will also improve the competitiveness of public 

transport, which will be translated by a local modal shift from cars to public transports, especially on the 

lines connecting the suburbs.  

In addition, the Grand Paris Express project will also have a major impact on the urbanization and the 

territorial development. Given the fact that the urban structure goes hand in hand with the mobility of the 
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inhabitants, the new subway will also have an indirect effect on the mobility and the associated emissions. 

For instance, the densification of the buildings and the increased urban mixing allow to reduce the 

distances travelled by the inhabitants.  

As such, the opening of the subway lines will generally lead to a reduction of the road traffic and 

congestion in Ile-de-France. In terms of GHG emissions, this will be reflected in two major aspects: 

• The decrease in distances travelled by cars corresponds to a reduction of the greenhouse gas 

emissions produced by fuel consumption and the vehicle wear and tear. 

• Less congestion will lead to a higher average speed of the light vehicles and heavy-load trucks on 

the road network, which could lead, depending on specific circumstances, to more or less GHG 

emissions.  In Paris, traffic congestion is generally the norm. So, most of the time, higher traffic 

speed will lead to less fuel consumption.  

 

4.4.2. Calculation methodology 

CarbOptimum tools was developed to calculate the GHG emissions on the basis of the different transport 

modes. It also allows to specify the potential impact of these modes on fuel consumption.  

The values entered into the tool were taken from traffic simulations carried out by DRIEA by using the ‘4 

step’ model MODUS. 

 

4.4.2.1. Distances travelled 

The assessment of the emissions related to private car use was the subject of a long and complex 

development because it had to take into account, not only the emissions related to fuel consumption, but 

also the vehicle tear and wear. In addition, the emission factors available in the literature had to be 

adjusted in order to consider: 

- the progressive improvement of the industrial techniques allowing both a reduction of the 

emissions related to the manufacturing of the vehicles and a reduction of the average fuel 

consumption. 

- the progressive introduction of biofuels within the traditional fuel types 

- the introduction of electric vehicles in the global car fleet. 

According to all these hypotheses retained during the methodology setup, the emission factors per vehicle 

kilometer and per type of fuel were considered to change as follows:  
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Figure 8: Emissions factors related to private car use and evolution over time. Stratec 2011 

The table below shows the general emission factors retained for private car use, by taking into account the 

expected evolutions in terms of fuel types used within the general car fleet. These are set as follows: 16% 

petrol, 59% diesel and 25% electric as from 2025, and 16% petrol, 59% diesel and 25% electric as from 

2035. 

Table 6: Global emission factors of private car use. 

Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050 

Average emissions for PC use 

(g CO2/km) 
188.5 168.0 153.8 140.4 134.0 127.7 121.5 

 

The values currently recommended in the ‘Base Carbone’ (253g CO2eq/km in 2018) confirm that the 

hypotheses retained in the 2012 balance were cautious. 

A similar exercise was carried out for the emissions related to the use of motorcycles and heavy-load 

trucks, but they only had very little impact on the balance of the Grand Paris Express. For that reason, 

these factors are not reported in this analysis, but the interested reader is referred to the full methodologic 

report that is annexed to the DUP file of line 15 South. 

The impact of the opening of the Grand Paris Express on the modal shift and on car use has been 

extensively discussed. The effects have been approached from different angles, very often based on the 

models of the MODUS tool, realized by DRIEA.  

Within the context of the socio-economic and environmental studies, and depending on the scenario used, 

the impact of the GPE on road traffic was assessed as follows: 
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Table 7: impact of the GPE on road traffic according to different scenarios and time horizons (source: MODUS models, DRIEA) 

 Decrease of the veh.km travelled in 
millions of veh.km 

Scenarios 2025 2035 

S1 - -2524 

S2 - -2307 

Low-range 
scenario 

-1555 -1010 

High-range 
scenario 

-1595 -1082 

 

As a reminder, we point out that scenarios S1 and S2 correspond to the ‘low-range’ and ‘high-range’ 

hypotheses on the employment driven growth, taking into account the latest research results on this topic. 

The impact on the traffic varies largely according to the scenario considered and, most of all, the retained 

modelling hypotheses. It can also be pointed out that specific studies about traffic modeling suggest that 

the effects have been under-estimated, particularly because traffic congestion and parking were not taken 

into account. The study “Etat de l’art et préconisations pratiques d’amélioration des modèles de trafic 

utilisés récemment pour produire les prévisions des effets du projet du Grand Paris Express” (H. 

Duchâteau et M. Gaudry, 2014) addressing practical recommendations to improve the traffic models used 

to forecast the effects of the Grand Paris Express, indicates that the impact of the traffic has been 

underestimated by 38 to 93%. 

Globally, the following traffic reduction hypotheses were made for scenario A: the average of the results of 

the low-range scenario 2025, the high-range scenario 2025, S1 2035 and S2 2035, which equals -1,988 

million of veh.km less per year. Scenario B is based on an increase of 65.5% (the average between 38 

and 93%) of scenario A (-3,290 million of veh.km less per year). 

The traffic decreases have been considered as evolving over time, pro rata to the length of the GPE lines 

put into service. 

 

4.4.2.2. Fuel consumption 

The results of the MODUS models showed that the Grand Paris Express operation will also have an 

impact on the average speed on the road network. The figure below shows that these speed variations can 

have an effect on the average fuel consumption per kilometer travelled. 

 
Figure 9: Relation between the fuel consumption of private cars and their speed, 
calculated by the COPERT 4 model and based on the hypotheses of the strategic 
environmental assessment of the Grand Paris (Biotope, Stratec, Burgeap 2010). 
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The results of the MODUS model allowed to derive the average travelling speed on different axes of the 

road network and assess through the use of the COPERT IV model the average fuel consumption in both 

the reference situation and the project situation, while taking into account the effects of traffic congestion.  

In the 2018 update, it was considered that the fuel consumption in Ile-de-France decreased by -0,53% 

according to scenario A, while scenario B, more optimistic, considered a decrease by -0,87%. 

These variations of average fuel consumption were entered into CarbOptimum tool to generate the effects 

on the GHG emissions. 

 

4.5. Territorial development 

4.5.1. Concepts 

To face the growing population, the future employment needs and the gradually decreasing size of 

households, the housing stock of Ile-de-France region needs to be expanded to increase its housing offer 

and provide more tertiary buildings. 

However, the growth rate of the housing stock is relatively low in the hearts of the conurbations where 

available space is very scarce. In the absence of restrictive land-use measures, made possible by the 

opening of the GPE, it is to be expected that the need for new buildings will be largely shifted to the 

outskirts of the suburbs, and that the rural areas of the second crown and the surrounding regions will be 

more and more used for constructing single-family houses. 

It is commonly known that this urban spread generates various negative externalities. Indeed, urban 

spread stands for (i) increased use of agricultural and natural land and pressure on the ecosystems and 

biodiversity, (ii) increased distances travelled and greenhouse gas emissions due to home-to-work trips 

made by car and (iii) changed morphology and location of the buildings. 

Everybody agrees one the need for new buildings (housing and offices). But their location will have very 

different environmental and social effects depending on the densification of the buildings and their 

distances to the nodes of the public transport network.  

The Grand Paris Express project provides a unique opportunity of densification, associated to a greater 

attractiveness of the spaces located within the heart of the Paris conurbation, leading as such to a more 

attractive and sustainable urbanization that takes into account the energy constraints and the 

commitments made in terms of CO2 emission reduction. 

 

Figure 10: Urban spread (on the left) and high-quality densification (on the right) (source: Google Maps Nov. 2018) 
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This densification of the urban growth of the Ile-de-France is a major and direct consequence of the 

opening of the Grand Paris Express. This is demonstrated by several studies and simulations that were 

carried out to assess the impact of the realization of the Grand Paris Express. It is also generally known 

that better accessibility is one of the key factors of territorial attractiveness, and therefore also for locating 

inhabitants and jobs. This densification will take place in the entire region of the Ile-de-France, and its local 

effect will depend on the urban strategies that will be set up by the different actors involved in urban 

planning. Without appropriate accompanying policies, the local densification will be weaker. But it will be 

all the stronger if supported by local planning actions that will enhance its effects. The link between local 

development and station will not be established automatically. But overall, the densification will be strong 

and concentrated in the areas where local policies will be better able to anticipate and seize the 

opportunities of better served territories. But most of all, the realization of the Grand Paris Express 

infrastructure will reduce the urban spread in these territories. It is therefore obvious that the GPE is a 

major lever to better handle the artificialization of the land which is generally associated with urban growth. 

Together with other accompanying measures, the opening of the Grand Paris public transport network is a 

prerequisite to implement a successful land-use planning that promotes the densification of housing and 

activities around the future stations. The accompanying measures aim a significative reduction of the CO2 

emissions. This reduction can be performed at different levels: 

• At the level of the urban shape of the buildings, by densifying the residential and commercial 
buildings, which will generate the need for roads and other networks; 

• At the level of the energy performances of the buildings, by promoting renovation and 
construction/demolition through project-linked urbanization. The renewal of the building stock will 
lead to more energy-efficient buildings. These gains will largely offset the energy costs that are 
required to build these new buildings; 

• At the level of the land-use related effects on the mobility of the inhabitants of the Ile-de-France, by 
shortening the trips from/to terminals and producing a modal shift to public transport through 
setting up a land-use strategy including density and urban mix around new nodes of large-scale 
public transport infrastructure. 

 

4.5.2. Methodology 

CarbOptimum methodology is based on territorial information that was taken from several studies focusing 

on the effects of the new subway, more specifically the “Land Use Transport Interaction” models used by 

the Société du Grand Paris. The tool allows to assess the GHG emissions that are produced or avoided by 

the effects of the Grand Paris Express.  

The items that are taken into account by the tool and that require data input to perform the calculations are 

the following: the construction, demolition-reconstruction and renovation of the residential and tertiary 

buildings; the land-use change of rural space; and the development of the urbanized areas. Besides the 

GHG emissions generated by these works, the tool also allows to assess their successive effects on the 

heating consumption of the residential and tertiary buildings; the maintenance and renovation of the roads; 

and the operations of the public services in the urbanized areas. These different items will be further 

detailed below. 

 

4.5.2.1. Construction of residential and tertiary buildings 

In the same way as the construction of the subway itself, the construction of residential and tertiary 

buildings in the districts that will be served by the Grand Paris Express or that will become better 
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accessible through the Grand Paris Express, will require the manufacturing and the transportation of all 

types of construction materials as well as energy consumption to organize the construction sites (home-to-

work trips of the workers, use of machinery, etc.). The construction of new buildings represents significant 

GHG emissions that must be taken into account in the balance. 

CarbOptimum tool allows to assess these emissions on the basis of the newly built-up areas and the 

building typology. 

A global “surface area” based approach was adopted, which implies that the emission factor was defined 

for each building type (individual housing, collective housing, or tertiary building) while taking into account 

the regulatory changes, such as the “Réglementations Thermiques 2012 & 2020” (the constructon of 

energy-efficient buildings generally produces additional emissions due to the more advanced technologies 

and thicker insulating materials). 

On the basis of data available in the literature8, the emission factors retained as from 2020 are for 

instance: 333 kg CO2eq for the construction of one m² of individual housing, 193 kg CO2eq for the 

construction of one m² of collective housing, and 249 kg CO2eq for the construction of one m² of a tertiary 

building (offices, shops). These emission factors include the emissions generated by the production, the 

transport on the construction site and the installation of the different building components (structure, 

envelop, partitions, cladding). 

 

4.5.2.2. Demolition-reconstruction of residential and tertiary buildings 

As with construction, the demolition of old buildings and their replacement by new, more energy-efficient 

ones, generate GHG emissions. 

CarbOptimum tool allows to assess these emissions based on the same emission factors as the ones 

related to the construction of new buildings, by adding a factor linked to the demolition and the removal of 

rubble, scrap metal, etc. 

The same global approach per surface area was used. With regard to the demolition, a common value was 

used for the residential end tertiary buildings. It was set at 20,0 kg CO2eq per m² demolished9. 

It has not been checked whether reconstruction (recycling of the foundations or other materials) produces 

less emissions than the construction of new buildings. This implies that the emission factors used for 

reconstruction are the same as the ones mentioned for construction. 

 

4.5.2.3. Renovation of residential and tertiary buildings 

In general, the renovation of buildings allows to maintain all or part of the building’s structure. However, it 

also requires the installation of new materials (isolation, frames, heating systems, etc.), which produces 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

In this case also, the methodology is based on the renovated surface areas of the residential and tertiary 

buildings; it uses emission factors per renovated m², according to the building type. The retained emission 

                                                   
8 More particulary the “Bilan Carbone appliqué au bâtiment, Guide Méthodologique, ADEME, CSTB, 2010”, et Peuportier, B., “Life 
cycle assessment applied to the comparative evaluation of single-family houses in the French context”, Energy and Building, 2001 
9 Based on the “Life cycle CO² emission reduction predictions for japan's housing sector towards 2030”, M. DEJIMA, Graduate 
school of engineering, Utsunomiya University, Japan et Suzuki, M. & Oka, T. 1998. Estimation of the life cycle energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions of office buildings in Japan. Elsevier Science and Energy Buildings 
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factors are for instance 124 kg CO2eq/m² of renovated housing and 214 kg CO2eq/m² of renovated tertiary 

building as from 202010. 

 

4.5.2.4. Change of land-use of the rural areas 

Contrary to demolition-reconstruction and renovation, the construction of new residential or tertiary 

buildings in non-built-up areas (wasteland, farmland or forestland) leads to the artificialization of certain 

soils. This process generally leads to the release of organic matter within the year that the urbanization 

takes place and to a loss of revenue associated to the non-production of renewable energy in the 

subsequent years. 

CarbOptimum tool determines these emissions from the annual difference of the number of hectares of 

rural land that is urbanized, and compares these factors between a scenario with and a scenario without 

the project. 

For the year in which the land is developed, the following CO2 emission factors are retained: 561t CO2eq 

for one hectare of forestland and 295t CO2eq for one hectare of cropland11. These values correspond to 

the quantity of CO2 that is released after the destocking of the organic matter that is contained in the soil 

and the vegetation of the surface that is urbanized (see figure below).  

 

Figure 11: Carbon stocks contained in the biomass and the soil depending on the 
type of land-use (Source: GIEC, 2000) 

For the years following the urbanization of the plot, it is also essential to take into account the annual 

emissions that cannot be avoided through the use of these surfaces for the production of renewable 

energy (biofuel and biogas). To this end, the following emission factors have been retained: 2.38t CO2eq 

avoided per hectare of forestland and 2.38t CO2eq avoided per hectare of cropland. 

 

4.5.2.5. Development of the urbanized areas 

The urbanization of the non-built-up areas (wasteland, farmland or forestland) also requires the 

development of these areas, which implies the construction of roads and networks (electricity, 

telecommunication, drinking water distribution, sewage disposal, etc.). These works also represent 

significant GHG emissions that must be taken into account in the balance. 

                                                   
10The definition of the emission factors is mainly based on the results of the RAPPE (Rénovation Architecturale Patrimoniale et 
Performance Energétique) project and the CO²CON software (2008, ECOSPHERE). 
11Based on the GIEC studies of 2000 concerning the carbon stock in the biomass and the soil depending on the type of land-use. 
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CarbOptimum tool uses the information from the surfaces to be urbanized. It determines the values on a 

factor that is common to all road types, and based on the number of road kilometers. The emission factor 

was defined on the basis of a “generic” road profile that is considered to be representative of the new 

roads that will be constructed in the different urbanization areas. It corresponds to an asphalt city road with 

an average width of 8 meters that is designed to carry a low traffic volume of trucks. The following 

emission factor was retained: 570t CO2eq per kilometer of road in 202012. 

 

4.5.2.6. Heating consumption of the residential and tertiary buildings 

The investments associated to the demolition-reconstruction and the renovation of low energy-efficient 

buildings will be offset by the lower heating consumption, and will lead as such to a reduction of the annual 

GHG emissions.  

CarbOptimum tool allows to consider these effects on the heating consumption of the building stock year 

by year, and uses to this end the building stock of the Ile-de-France region and its evolution over time, by 

applying an emission factor per age category of the residential or tertiary buildings. 

The values of these emissions vary according to: 

- The evolution of the annual heating consumptions for new and renovated buildings; 

- The evolution of the energy mix for heating; 

- The evolution of the emission factors of the heating energy types. 

The table below shows the values that are retained for 2020:13 

Table 8: emission factors related to the heating of houses and tertiary buildings of different age categories and types in 2020. In kg 
CO2eq/ per m² and per year 

Housing type 
Construction year of the 
building  

Individual Collective 
 

Construction year of 
the tertiary building 

Built Renovated 

before 1949 35.8 35.8  before 2005 42.6 42.6 

between 1949 and 1974 32.7 32.7 
 between 2006 and 

2012 
28.0 28.0 

between 1975 and 1981 16.3 16.3 
 between 2012 and 

2020 
8.8 23.1 

between 1982 and 1998 15.2 15.2  from 2020 0.0 15.0 

between 1999 and 2005 12.7 12.7     

between 2006 and 2013 15.2 11.0     

built between 2013 and 2020 4.8 3.5     

built between 2013 and 2020 12.7 9.1     

built between 2020 and 2035 0.0 0.0     

renovated between 2020 and 
2035 

8.3 6.0 
    

 

 

                                                   
12 “Guide d’utilisation de l’outil Bilan Carbone Territoire”, ADEME, June 2010 and Halleux J.-M, Lambotte J.-M. et Bruck L., 2008, 
"Etalement urbain et services collectifs : les surcoûts d'infrastructures liés à l'eau", Revue d'Economie Régionale et Urbaine, n°1, 
pp.21-42, p.28 
13 Factors from the Stratec calculations based on the different documents, more in specific “L’amélioration énergétique du parc 
résidentiel francilien, les enjeux socio-économiques”, IAURIF, 2010, the maximum Cep standards of the thermic regulations, 
“Projection tendancielle de la consommation d'énergie des logements”, M.Girault, F.Lecouvey, CEREN, 2001, “Habitat Facteur 4, 
Etude d'une réduction des émissions de CO2 liées au confort thermique dans l'habitat à l'horizon 2050, Les cahiers du club 
d'ingénierie prospective énergie et environnement”, issue 20, November 2010 
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4.5.2.7. Maintenance and renovation of the roads, exploitation of the 

public services in the urbanized areas. 

The new roads and networks require maintenance over time, and this also implies GHG emissions. These 

new roads will also be used by certain public services such as garbage collection, mail distribution, … All 

these services also produce emissions. 

These emissions are assessed from the number of kilometer of roads and networks that were built to 

develop the newly urbanized areas. The following emission factor was retained: 33.6t CO2eq per kilometer 

of road and per year14. 

 

4.5.2.8. Data retained as input data 

To assess the GHG emissions related to the effects on the territorial development, it is essential to 

quantify the trend indicators regarding the buildings and the urbanization of the ground surface.  

CarbOptimum tool also assesses the effects on the heating consumption of the residential and tertiary 

buildings. To do so, it recreates the entire building stock according to different construction-renovation age 

categories covering the period between 2005 and 2035. To be on the safe side, it was considered that the 

building stock will not evolve anymore beyond 2035. 

The data regarding the building stock of 2005 were taken from previous studies while its evolution over 

time was reviewed according to the results of the LUTI studies carried out by the Société du Grand Paris. 

To develop the calculator, the trends with regard to the population and the employment taken from the 

LUTI studies for the period 2006-2030 were extrapolated to the period 2005-2035. The changes in terms 

of population and employment retained over time were based on the reference scenario (i.e. the scenario 

without the Grand Paris Express) and the scenario S1 (avec Grand Paris Express), which is now 

considered as a low-range hypothesis with regard to the impact assessment of the GPE. The following 

outlook with regard to population and employment has been retained: 

 

Table9: outlook with regard to population and employment for the period 2015-2035. 

 Population Employment 

 

2005 

Evolution 2005-2035 

2005 

Evolution 2005-2035 

Area 
Scenario 

Reference 
(without 

GPE) 
S1 

Reference 
(without 

GPE) 
S1 

City of Paris 2,178,807 +77,025 + 72,281 + 1,738,962 + 60,543 + 68,835 

Heart of the 
conurbation 

5,469,328 + 618,096 + 918,742 + 2,570,200 + 455,235 + 731,736 

Ile-de-France 
outside the 
heart of the 
conurbation 

3,828,080 + 990,726 + 766,860 + 1,175,543 + 340,473 + 199,429 

Total 11,476,214 + 1,685,847 + 1,757,884 5,484,705 + 856,250 + 1,000,000 

 

  

                                                   
14Stratec, 2012, based on “Les surcoûts des services publics collectifs liés à la périurbanisation : les réseaux d'infrastructures et 
les services de desserte”, L. Brück, SEGEFA, March 2000, and the emission factors mentioned in the chapter “Mobilité des 
individus”   
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The increases of the residential and tertiary surface areas to accommodate new inhabitants and 

employment are based on these data. The increases of the residential surface were calculated at the 

following rates: 30.2 m² per inhabitant in Paris and the heart of the conurbation, and 34.4 m² per inhabitant 

outside the heart of the conurbation15. The increases of the tertiary surface areas were calculated at the 

following rates: 20.0 m² per employment in Paris and the heart of the conurbation, and 22.8 m² per 

employment outside the heart of the conurbation16. 

 

Table 10: Evolution of the residential and tertiary surface areas according to the buildings’ age categories between 2005 and 2035 
in the reference scenario (without the Grand Paris Express) (source: assessment Stratec, 2018). 

 
Evolution of the residential surface 

areas 2005-2035 (m²) 
 

Evolution of the tertiary surface areas 
2005-2035 (m²) 

Area 
Without Grand 
Paris Express 

With Grand Paris 
Express (S1) 

 Without Grand 
Paris Express 

With Grand Paris 
Express (S1) 

City of Paris + 2,322,148 + 2,182,898  + 1,210,850 + 1,376,700 

Heart of the conurbation 
(outside CA Paris) 

+ 18,666,492 + 27,746,012  + 9,104,700 + 14,634,725 

Outside the heart of the 
conurbation 

+ 34,080,982 + 26,379,993  + 7,762,773 + 4,546,975 

Outside the Ile-de-
France17 

  - 2,478,074   - 3,277,500 

Total + 55,073,622 + 53,830,829  + 18,078,323 + 17,280,901 

 

 

The reference scenario also assumes that the houses are renovated or demolished-reconstructed every 

40 years (at a rate of 70% of renovation and 30% of demolition-reconstruction); and the tertiary buildings 

every 30 years (at the same rates of 70% of renovation and 30% of demolition-reconstruction). 

The scenario does not only take into account the decreasing building surface to accommodate the new 

populations and the new employment, which is due to a shift to the heart of the conurbation where the 

space is used in a much more efficient way, but also considers the accelerating effect that the realization 

of the Grand Paris Express could have on the demolition-reconstruction and the renovation processes of 

the existing buildings. The retained hypotheses are the following: an increase of the demolitions-

reconstructions and renovations in the heart of the conurbation by 15% in scenario A and by 20% in 

scenario B. 

The tables below show the building stock by 2035 according to these three scenarios and compare it to 

the building stock of the reference scenario.   

  

                                                   
15Based on the data of the 2013 housing survey conducted by the Insee.  
16 Assessment by Stratec by comparing the ratios from the housing survey. 
17The retained calculation hypotheses to assess the population and employment-related impact outside the Ile-de-France are the 

same as the ones used for the area outside the heart of the conurbation (33.4 m² per inhabitant and 22.8 m² per job).   
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Table 11: Distribution of the residential and tertiary surface areas in the Ile-de-France, according to the buildings’ age categories 
in 2035, according to the reference scenario, and scenarios A or B. 

 Residential surfaces (m²) 

Age categories 
2005 

Reference 
2035 

Scenario A 
2035 

Scenario B 
2035 

< 1949 109 863 103 0 0 0 

[1949-1974] 126 780 380 0 0 0 

[1975-1981] 35 042 099 12 879 872 127 312 0 

[1982-1998] 59 378 343 59 378 343 59,378,343 55,254,802 

[1999-2005] 14 010 355 14 010 355 14,010,355 14,010,355 

[2006-2013[ - 73 238 511 73,238,511 73,238,511 

[2013-2020[ - 73 238 511 75,623,317 76,803,397 

[2020-2035] - 167 402 310 176,941,535 181,663,857 

Total 345 074 280 400 147 902 401,383,183 401,383,183 

 

 

 Tertiary surfaces (m²) 

Age categories 
2005 

Reference 
2035 

Scenario A 
2035 

Scenario B 
2035 

Before 2005 192 795 120 0 0 0 

[2006-2012[ - 42 174 689 26,785,585 21,655,883 

[2012-2020[ - 56 232 918 59,151,254 60,832,695 

[2020-2035] - 112 465 836 124,139,181 130,864,942 

Total 192 795 120 210 873 443 214,593,559 214,593,559 

 

In addition, an increase by 5% of the constructed collective housing (compared to individual housing) has 

been considered in both project scenarios, in comparison to the reference scenario. 

With regard to the rural surfaces used for the new urbanization, the impact assessment evaluated that the 

realization of the Grand Paris Express would save -16.683 ha and -20.810 ha of rural space, according to 

respectively the ‘low-range’ scenario and the ‘high-range’ scenario. 

These results were obtained from a complex analysis methodology based on the average increase of the 

land occupation coefficient (LOC) that is projected in a perimeter of 500 to 2000 m around the stations of 

Ile-de-France as the result of the improved accessibility of these stations after the opening of the Grand 

Paris Express. 

In short, the approach uses the Geographic Information System to assess the potential increase of the 

average LOC of the different areas of Ile-de-France after the opening of Grand Paris Express. To do so, 

the analysis uses on the one hand the different types of public transport stops (subway, RER, Transilien 

and tramway) that are present within a perimeter of 500 and 2000 meters, and on the other hand the “land 

use inventory” (LUI) layer that specifies the use that is made of all the plots of the Ile-de-France territory.  

The analysis, based on the results of the regional transport model MODUS, assessed for each public 

transport stop, up to which extent they become better accessible once the Grand Paris network will be 

operational. According to the reduced travel time to the different major poles of Ile-de-France, the 

‘accessibility’ criterion was broken down in 3 categories: gains considered negligible, average accessibility 

gains, high accessibility gains  
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For each one of the 47 types of land-use specified in the LUI, a potential increase of the LOC of the future 

buildings was defined, based on the two following criteria: the presence or absence of the different types 

of public transport stops at less than 500 or 2000 meter as the crow flies; and the improved accessibility 

resulting from the opening of the Grand Paris Express.  

This allowed to define a future average LOC per sector (arbitrarily defined at municipality level), with or 

without the Grand Paris Express. By linking these elements to the populations and employment increases 

expected by 2035, we were able to determine the potential decrease of the hectares used for the new 

urbanization.  

For more details on this analysis methodology, please refer to the assessment impact of the general 

scheme of the Grand Paris Express transport network (2012). 

By applying the same methodology, but this time on the population and employment data of the LUTI 

studies carried out by the Société du Grand Paris, the saved surface areas were assessed at - 17.370 ha 

in scenario S1 compared to the reference scenario (i.e. without GPE).  

Another, less refined assessment method was used to check the consistency of the results and define the 

different scenarios. This method assesses the space use based on the number of inhabitants and 

employment per m² of surface area that is urbanized for residential purposes or job-creating activities.  

The calculation of the urbanized surface areas designed for housing or job-creating activities were based 

on the digital land-use inventory of the Ile-de-France (2008 Land use inventory or LUI) (housing: sum of 

the built-up surface areas allocated to individual housing, collective housing and other housing types; 

socio-economic activities: sum of the surface areas allocated to economic and industrial activities, logistic 

storage, shops, offices, sport infrastructure, teaching facilities, health facilities, cultural, touristic and 

leisure facilities, other facilities). The calculated surface areas were multiplied by 2 to take into account the 

ancillary artificialization such as required for the roads. 

Besides the relocation of the inhabitants and the employments, it was also considered that the surface 

areas required to accommodate the new inhabitants and employment would decrease in the heart of the 

conurbation by 40% (densification effect resulting from improved accessibility), but would remain identical 

in the city of Paris and outside de heart of the conurbation. The decrease of the used rural surface areas 

amounts to -9034 ha. 

The difference of the results between both methods can be explained in two ways: the detailed 

methodology takes into account more proactive densification targets than the simplified methodology, and 

it also considers the impact of the subway in areas that are not directly served by the GPE, but that will 

benefit from improved accessibility through better public transport connections.  

In this respect, the simplified, more cautious methodology, has been considered as scenario A of the 

balance update, while the detailed methodology has been considered as scenario B. 
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The table below shows the differences in terms of saved surface areas (in hectares) according to the 

different scenarios: 

 

Table 12: Detail of the used or saved surface areas (in hectares) according to the scenarios (source: STRATEC, 2018). 

 
Population Employment 

 Scenario A Scenario B Scenario A Scenario B 

Heart of the conurbation - center of Paris -18 -46 +17 +53 

Heart of the conurbation - other -1 202 -6 708 -208 -3 548 

IdF outside the heart of the conurbation -2 270 -3 444 -2 288 -1 260 

Outside IdF -733 -1 037 -2 332 -1 380 

Total evolution hectares -4 223 -11 235 -4 811 -6 135 

Total P+E according to the scenarios 

Scenario A: -9 034 ha 

Scenario B: -17 370 ha 

 

In terms of space use and construction of road and other networks (RON), this corresponds to: 

 

Table13: surface areas saved from the urbanization and roads and networks that are not built thanks to the Grand Paris Express, 
according to the different trend scenarios regarding population and jobs. 

  Scenario A Scenario B 

Saved ha -9.034 -17.370 

Of which forestland (ha) -181 -347 

Of which farmland or 
wasteland (ha) 

-8.853 -17.023 

Saved RON (km) -2.006 -3856 

 

It has to be pointed out that all these calculations are based on a 30-year period that was arbitrarily 

defined between 2005-2035. But generally, the effects of the territorial development only become apparent 

as from the moment that the real estate investors are sure that the project will be realized, which is in this 

case about the year 2015. By convention, the impact of the territorial development on the GHG emissions 

balance was applied to the period 2015-2045 rather than to the period 2005-2035. This has no effect on 

the results over 30 years, but it delays the gains generated by the project. 

 

4.6. Conclusions  

CarbOptimum tool was specifically developed to meet the high-stake challenges of the Grand Paris 

Express in terms of GHG emissions. Contrary to other tools, using emissions factors that are fixed at a 

given moment in time, it provides an innovating methodology that allows the evolution of the emission 

factors over time, according to the expected technological advances.  

Although a lot of work has been done to develop the methodology, it has to be pointed out that the set-up 

of a GHG emissions balance for a large-scale transport infrastructure is a complex undertaking. It allows to 

reflect on the GHG emissions and the measures to reduce the latter, but is not intended to provide an 

accurate mapping of all the produced and avoided GHG flows, and this for various reasons. 
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On the one hand, all the emission factors involve a certain degree of uncertainty. The greenhouse gas 

flows are multiple and complex. During the construction phase, they correspond not only to the energy 

consumption required to operate the construction sites, but also to the home-to-work trips of the workers 

and the energy consumption that is needed for manufacturing and transporting the materials. The 

definition of the greenhouse gas flows is therefore a very complex issue that deserves special attention. It 

is within this context that the CarbOptimum® tool was developed. The compilation and comparison of 

different international sources allowed to reduce the degree of uncertainty of the emission factors to a 

minimum. However, it has to be pointed out that an emission factor is rather an indication of an order of 

magnitude than an exact quantification of the greenhouse gas flows.  

The calculation of the emissions is based on activity data that can be more or less accurate. The calculator 

was developed in such a way that it can be adapted to the different precision levels of the input data. This 

implies that it can be used to process data available at this stage of the study. In addition, the calculator is 

an integrated tool that allows to visualize in a blink of the eye how a variation of one of the input data 

affects the overall result. This enabled us to test a large number of options in order to identify the most 

significant parameters. 

More generally, it has been decided to adopt a conservative approach with regard to both the definition 

and the calculation of the emission factors. Nevertheless, the assessment analysis showed the 

infrastructure’s high potential to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions, more in particular with regard to 

the territorial development. This approach allowed to identify the project’s real issues and challenges with 

respect to the greenhouse gas emissions, notwithstanding the limitations that are inherent in any emission 

balance. 

5. GHG EMISSIONS OF THE GRAND PARIS EXPRESS PROJECT PER ITEM 

A first version of GPE GHG balance, was realized in 2012 based on the information about the project 

available at that time. Given the progressive evolutions of the project, especially regarding the perimeter 

and the construction techniques, an update of the balance was undertaken in 2018. This update takes into 

account: 

• The lines and stations that were finally retained as parts of the GPE and the exact lengths; 

• The recommendations and feedback of the general contractors involved in the different 
construction sites; 

• The adjustments with regard to the design and the construction techniques; 

• The new budget estimates related to the pre-studies, and the maintenance and management of the 
infrastructure; 

• The new operation hypotheses (frequency of the trains, number of train sets, number of stations, 
etc.); 

• The finetuning of the impact assessments of the GPE, more specifically in terms of population and 
job creation. 

The results of this update are presented below. To allow a better comprehension of the changes between 

both versions of the balance, a comparison with the results of 2012 is also presented at the end of each 

emission item. 
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5.1. Constitutive parts of the GPE 

As already specified earlier in this study, the GPE network has changed over time. Between 2012 and 

2018, the network lines taken into account in the balance of the produced and avoided GHG emissions 

through the realization of the Grand Paris Express project, have changed: 

- In 2012, the ring line, i.e. the red line, that also serves the ‘Airport Charles-de-Gaulle’ was 
considered in its entirety. This is still the case in 2018, but it was split up between the currently 
existing lines 15 East  (Pont de Sèvres – Saint-Denis-Pleyel), 15 South (Pont de Sèvres Noisy-
Champs), 16 (Noisy-Champs – Saint-Denis Pleyel) and 17 (Saint-Denis-Pleyel – Le Mesnil-Amelot). 

- The same applies to the blue line or line 14, taken into account in both 2012 and 2018 between 
‘Saint-Denis-Pleyel’ and ‘Mairie de Saint Ouen’ up North, and between ‘Olympiades’ and the 
‘Airport Orly’ up South. 

- The green line (now called L18) however, was considered in 2012 between the ‘Airport Orly’ and 
‘Nanterre La Folie’. Since the update, it is only considered up to ‘Versailles-Chantiers’; for the 
moment being, the construction of the remaining part (Versailles-Chantiers-Nanterre la Folie) is not 
scheduled. 

- The orange line was not taken into account in the Grand Paris of 2012. Today, it is integrated in the 
network between ‘Saint-Denis-Pleyel’ and ‘Champigny Centre’ as line 15 East. 

In 2012, the network consisted of 57 stations; in 2018 it consists of 68 stations. 

 

5.2. Pre-studies and preliminary works 

The budgets of the pre-studies and the preliminary works include the expenses born by the SGP as well 

as the budget allocated to all the Grand Paris Express related studies, assigned to several independent 

engineering firms through public procurement (design and general contracting studies, environmental 

studies, legal services, etc.). 

The most up-to-date estimates of the budgets, allocated to the different studies and the project 

management, allowed to assess the emissions in terms of tonnes of CO2 equivalent. These emissions 

were broken down over the period 2010-2030, given the fact that a steering activity will remain in place 

until the GPE is fully operational in 2030.  

The budget for the pre-studies and preliminary works were estimated at about 3.85 billion euros, which 

represents about 10% of the global construction budget. 

The corresponding emissions were distributed over time as follows:  

• 1% in 2011, 4% un 2012, 5% in 2013; 

• 9% in 2014, 12% in 2015, 19% in 2016, 23% in 2017, 8% in 2018, 6% in 2019, 3% in 2020; In 

these years take place the data collection, the drawing up of the regulatory files and the more 

substantial pre-studies (project management, engineering works, etc.) which require more human 

and material resources (topographic measurements, core sampling, etc.) 

• 1% every year, from 2021 to 2030. 

Based on the retained hypotheses and the above-mentioned emission factors, the GHG emissions were 

estimated at 419,935 t CO2eq for scenario A and at 259,596 t CO2eq for scenario B over the entire period 

considered (2011-2030). 
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Comparison with the results of 2012 

In the first balance, realized in 2012, the budget for the pre-studies was distributed over the period 2010-

2024 for a total amount of 2.2 billion euros. In 2018, the global budget was reviewed and re-estimated at 

3.8 billion euros and distributed over a larger period of time, i.e. 2011-2030. As already stated above, the 

emission factors were revised upwards. 

After having received further details with respect to the increased costs, mainly explained by the network 

expansion and the re-assessment of the global construction budget and the adjustment of the emission 

factors, the CO2 emissions associated to the pre-studies increased significantly from 46,600 t CO2eq in the 

2012 balance to 419,935 t CO2eq or 259,596 t CO2eq  today, i.e. an increase by 190 or 80%. 

 

5.3. Construction 

In the 2018 update, the CO2 emissions were calculated more in detail for the lines 14, 5 West, 15 East, 15 

South, 16 (including the section also covered by line 17), 17 and 18; and the operating and maintenance 

centers Vitry, Aulnay, Rosny-Bois-Perrier, Palaiseau, Morangis et Champigny (connections to the 

associated line, railway equipment and constructed volumes).  

The following major options were retained: 

• The underground railway mainly consists of a concrete, monotube, double-track tunnel with an 

external diameter of 10 m. On line 17 North, the tunnel section consists of a bitube, single-tracks 

tunnel.  The tunnel has an external diameter of about 7 m. 

• The open-air section of the subway consists of a viaduct on pillars with a maximum height of 12 m 

(covering 3.5 km of line 17 North and 12.4 km of line 18).  

The quantification of the GHG emissions produced by the construction takes into account: 

• The GHG emissions related to the energy consumption of the different tools used to dig the 

tunnels, remove the excavated materials and replace the backfill material, while considering three 

transport modes (road, inland waterway, rail) and an average removal distance; 

• The GHG emissions produced by the manufacturing of the materials used for building the different 

structures: mainly concrete and cements, but also steel and other (composed) materials; 

• The GHG emissions related to the transport of the material used and the excavated materials; 

• The GHG emissions related to the organization of the construction site are recorded transversally 

through the items ‘energy costs’, ‘travels’ and ‘construction of the basic infrastructure’. 

The emission factors having the strongest impact are the length of the railway tracks and the surface areas 

of the built stations. 

Overall, the construction phase generates about 4,811,082 t CO2eq (i.e. about 23,230 t CO2eq per km of 

double-track railway) according to scenario A, and 4,618,100 t CO2eq (i.e. about 22,299 t CO2eq per km 

double-track railway) according to scenario B. 

The table and the graph below show the distribution of the GHG emission per structure and material type, 

according to scenario A. 

These tables and figures show that the construction-related emissions are mainly produced by the 

materials used. Among these materials, the most significant item is the one related to the concrete and the 
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cements, which are not only used in large volumes but whose manufacturing process also produces a 

large amount of emissions. 

Well aware of the important effect of concrete in the GHG emissions balance, the SGP is currently 

assessing other solutions, such as fiber-reinforced concrete, allowing to reduce the carbon footprint of the 

concrete used.   

Adjusted to the number of km of realized double-track railway, the emissions related to the construction of 

a tunnel by TBM are about twice as high as the emissions produced by the cut-and-cover method. This is 

mainly explained by the type of materials used: the construction by a TBM requires a much larger quantity 

of concrete and cement (mainly for the realization of the raft) than the construction by cut-and-cover 

method. 
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Table 14: Global GHG emissions linked to the construction, per category, scenario A (source: CarbOptimum, 2018) 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Global GHG emissions linked to the construction, per category, scenario A (source: CarbOptimum, 2018)  
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The figure below shows the distribution of these emissions broken down between the lines and the 

structures: 

 

Figure 13: distribution of the construction-related emissions broken down between the different lines and the different structures, 
scenario A (Source: CarbOptimum, 2018) 

 

Comparison with the first results of 2012 

The update of CarbOptimum tool implied the re-assessment of a certain number of input variables as well 

as some further improvements of the tool itself. The major changes concern the update of the length of the 

tunnels, the covered cut trenches, the open cut trenches, the viaducts and the surface sections (also 

having an impact on the emissions related to the railway equipment), the taking into account of all the 

other underground ancillary constructions (shafts), the increased number of stations and the update of the 

surface areas and volumes of the buildings, platforms and railway tracks, as well as the re-assessment of 

the duration of the works and the number of workers involved. 

The emission factors related to the cements and the steel reinforcement of the reinforced concrete were 

revised downwards. These adjustments do not significantly affect the first results, although they reduce the 

amount of GHG emissions related to the reinforced concrete. 

The table below shows the results of the construction-related GHG emissions of the 2018 balance, 

compared to the results of the 2012 balance. 
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Table 15: Distribution of the CO2 emissions broken down between the different categories, for all the lines, all the operating and 
maintenance centers, the entire Grand Paris Express (lines and operating centers) included in the 2018 update, compared to the 
2012 version, in terms of tonnes of CO2 equivalent. 

Unit: tCO2e CarbOptimum 2018 update, scenario A CarbOptimum, 2012 

Emissions category Lines Operating centers GLOBAL GLOBAL 

Tunnel by TBM (monotube double-track 

tunnel or bitube single-track tunnel)  
2,005,575 70,392 2,075,967 2,660,000 

Covered and open cut trenches 85,514 21,258 106,772 114,000 

Open air structures (viaduct, bridges and 

grade-separation junctions) 
373,371 4,598 377,969 500,000 

Ancillary underground structures (shafts) 77,087 0 77,087 0 

Surface sections 1,864 1,545 3,410 0 

Railway equipment 653,481 50,010 703,491 370,000 

Buildings, platforms and railway tracks 1,134,245 234,863 1,369,108 403,000 

Organization of the construction site 

(home-and-work trips workers and basic 

energy consumption for the daily life on 

the construction site). 

86,579 10,700 97,279 25,600 

TOTAL 4,417,717 393,365 4,811,082 4,080,000 

 

In total, the construction-related emissions increase from 4,080,000 t CO2eq in the 2012 balance to 

4,811,082 t CO2eq according to scenario A and to 4,618,100 t CO2eq according to scenario B, i.e. an 

increase by 18 or 13% according to the scenario. 

However, it has to be pointed out that the major part of this increase is linked to the increase of the lengths 

taken into account in the balance. The two tables below juxtapose the number of km of double-track 

railway considered per construction category for respectively the 2012 and 2018 version of the balance. 

 
Table 16: Length in number of km of double-track railway considered per construction category for respectively the 2012 and 2018 
version of the balance (source: STRATEC 2012 and 2018) 

# Km of 

double-track 

railway 

Tunnel by 

TBM  
Covered cut 

trenches 

Open cut 

trenches 

The open-air 

structures 

Surface 

sections 

Railway 

equipment 

2012 147 12 0 22 0 181 

2018 161 4 8 16 17 207 

   of which lines      156      3      7      16      9      192 

   of which OC      5      2      1      0      8      15 

 

Adjusted to the number of km of realized double-track railway, the emissions increase from 22,500 t 

CO2eq in the 2012 balance to 23,230 t CO2eq according to scenario A and decrease to 22,299 t CO2eq 

according to scenario B, i.e. an increase by +3 or a decrease of -1% according to the scenario. 
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Table 17: Construction-related emissions per category in the first version of the GHG emissions balance (source: CarbOptimum, 2012) 

 

Tunnel by boring 
machine 

Covered cut 
trenches  

The open-air 
structures  

Surface 
sections  

Railway 
equipment 

Buildings, platforms and 
railway tracks  

Organization of the 
construction site  

  # Km of double-track railway 147 12 22 0 181     

t 
C

O
2e

q
 

Energy, excavated and backfill material 29 400 5 510 0 0 0 23 300 424 

Concrete, cements 2 390 000 90 200 0 0 124 000 0 0 

Metals 0 0 0 0 238 000 0 0 

Other materials 0 0 500 000 0 0 312 000 0 

Transport and freight 248 000 18 600 0 0 8 850 67 700 25 100 

Change of land-use 0 0 0 0 0 521 0 

TOTAL 
2 660 000 114 000 500 000 0 370 000 403 000 25 600 

4 080 000 

Per km of double-track railway (181) 22 500 

 

Figure 14: Construction-related emissions (teqCO2) per category in the first version of the GHG emissions balance (source: CarbOptimum, 2012) 
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5.4. Operation  

The calculation of the annual emissions related to the energy traction of the different lines is based on 

traffic hypotheses already stated above, totaling 265,830.000 train.km per year for all the subway lines 

together. For the period 2021-2050, the emissions related to the energy traction were estimated at about 

696,091 t CO2eq for scenario A, and at about 470,562 t CO2eq for scenario B. 

Over that same period, scenario A assumes that the energy consumption of the stations and technical 

buildings will produce about 113,720 t CO2eq (i.e. 75,013 t CO2eq produced by the stations and 38,708 t 

CO2eq by the operating and maintenance centers); while scenario B assesses these emissions at 71,038 t 

CO2eq. 

The maintenance and management related emissions represent a substantial part of the emissions related 

to the operation of the infrastructure. For the period 2021-2050, they total for all the lines together 

1.115,295 t CO2eq according to scenario A. The budget is allocated as the infrastructure is gradually being 

opened, proportionally to the lines that have been put into service.  Scenario B assesses the emissions at 

689,455 teqCO2. 

For the period 2021-2050, the emissions produced by the renovation of the railway equipment and the 

buildings are estimated at about 1,185,223 t CO2eq in scenario A and at 996,401 t CO2eq in scenario B. 

Scenario A assesses the global CO2 emissions related to the general operation of the infrastructure at 

3,110,329 t CO2eq. This covers the emissions produced by the energy traction of the trains; the energy of 

the buildings (stations, technical facilities, both in terms of electricity and heating); the renovation, 

including the management and maintenance activities. Scenario B evaluates these emissions at 2,227,456 

t CO2eq. 

The figure below shows the distribution of the emissions related to the operation of the infrastructure per 

item, according to scenario A. 

 

Figure 15: Annual emissions (t CO2eq) related to the operation of the infrastructure, for the different lines of the Grand Paris, and 
for the operating and maintenance centers, scenario A (source:  CarbOptimum 2018) 

It appears that in terms of ‘operation’ the item ‘management, steering and maintenance activities’ ranks 

first, followed closely by the costs related to the renewal of the infrastructure. Traction energy and energy 

consumption of the stations and technical buildings rank third and fourth, but to a lesser extent. 
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Comparision with the first results of 2012 

The hypotheses with regard to the operation of the GPE were updated on the basis of new data 

provided by the Société du Grand Paris: number of train sets.km per line, number of seats per wagon 

and kWh per wagon.km, budgets related to the management, marketing, steering and maintenance 

activities. The emissions related to the energy consumption of the stations and technical buildings as 

well as the emissions related to the renewal of the equiment and the heavy renovations were calculated 

on the basis of the updated assessment with respect to the built-up surface areas and the update of the 

lengths of the railway equipment. The emission factors were also updated and declined according to 2 

scenarios. 

The updated emission factors are lower that the ones assessed in 2012 (3,204,700 t CO2eq). Scenario 

A assesses the emissions related to the operation of the subway for the period 2020-2050 at 3,110,329 

t CO2eq, a decrease by 3%, while scenario B asseses the emissions at 2,227,456 t CO2eq, a decrease 

by 30%. 

More precisely, the overall energy traction related emissions for all the lines together are estimated in 

the 2018 balance at about 696,091 t CO2eq for the period 2021-2050. These emissions are lower than 

the one assessed in 2012 (1,071,748 t CO2eq between 2021 and 2050), as a result of the updated 

information on the frequency of the trains, the opening dates of the lines, the passengers capacity of 

the train sets (in 2012, it was considered a capacity rate of 250 passengers per wagon for L14 and L15, 

and a capacity rate of 112 passengers for te lines 16-17 and 18), and the emission factor of the electric 

energy. 

In the 2018 update, the energy consumption of the stations and technical buildings generates about 

113,720 t CO2eq in the period 2021-2050, according to scenario A. These emissions are much lower 

than the ones assessed in the 2012 balance (323,891 t CO2eq in the period 2021-2050), as a result of 

the updated information on the heated surface areas and the average energy consumption of the 

buildings. For the operating centers and the maintenance buildings, it was considered that only 25% of 

the open air and underground surfaces were heated. 

In the 2018 update, the assessment of the emissions related to the maintenance and the management 

was based on the budget forcasts for these specific activities, which amounted at about 508 M€/year 

for all the lines, against 600 M€/year in the 2012 version. The emission factors were updated 

accordingly. In scenario A, this update resulted in a total emissions factor of 1.115.295 t CO2eq for the 

period 2012-2050, against 1.323.096 t CO2eq in 2012. 

Finally, for the period 2021-2050, the emissions produced by the renovation of the railway equipment 

and the buildings are estimated in the 2018 update at about 1,185,223 t CO2eq in scenario A, against 

485,965 t CO2eq in the 2012 version, i.e. a value that is more than twice as high. This increase is linked 

to the increase of the surface area of the stations and the increased length of the railway tracks taken 

into account in the balance.  
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5.5. Mobility 

The results drawn from the multimodal model MODUS and further analyses show that it is difficult to 

exactly quantify the effects of the Grand Paris subway on the motorized traffic in the Ile-de-France.  

Depending on the scenarios considered, this limitation leads to relatively different hypotheses between the 

balances of 2012 and 2018. However, the emission factors of 2012 were maintained as they turned out to 

be still relevant. 

The graph below shows the emissions that the project allows to avoid throughout time. It points out the 

differences between the emissions related to the distances travelled and the emission linked to the vehicle 

speed.  

 

Figure 16: Annually avoided emissions (t CO2eq) as a result of the beneficial effects of the GPE on road traffic, scenario A 
(source:  CarbOptimum 2018) 

According to scenario A, the opening of the entire network will allow to save almost 400,000 t CO2eq 

annually (-382,193 t CO2eq in 2030). For the period 2021-2050, the reduction in road traffic and better 

driving conditions would allow to save 8,078,899 of t CO2eq. 

Over the same period, scenario B assesses the avoided emissions at 13,298,166 CO2eq. 

 

 

Comparision with the first results of 2012 

In the 2012 balance, the emissions avoided through reduced road traffic amounted to -7,030,199 t 

CO2eq according to the low-range hypotheses, and to -7,429,728 t CO2eq according to the high-range 

hypotheses. In the 2018 update, the emissions avoided through the realization of the subway are 9 to 

15% higher in scenario A and 79 to 89% higher in scenario B. 

The emission differences are not only explained by the variability in the retained hypothesis in terms of 

vehicle.travelled kilometers and fuel consumption, but also by the updated information on the opening 

dates of the different Grand Paris Express lines. 
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5.6. Territorial development 

For the period 2015-2050, the overall avoided emissions resulting from the beneficial effects of the Grand 

Paris Express on the territorial development, are assessed at -14,501,943 t CO2eq according to scenario 

A, and at -22,381,051 t CO2eq according to scenario B. 

The graph below shows the emissions related to effects of the territorial development according to 

scenario A, in a cumulative way. 

 

Figure 17: GHG emissions related to territorial development, cumulated over time, expressed in t CO2eq, scenario A (source: 
CarbOptimum 2018) 

The graphs of the cautious and optimistic scenarios show the same general trend but present another 

amplitude. 

 

 

Comparision with the first results of 2012 

Even if the effects of the territorial developments on the GHG emissions are still significant, they are 

much less important in comparison to the 2012 balance that assumed emission values of -26,700 

million of t CO2eq in the low-range scenario and of -33,500 million de t CO2eq in the high-range 

scenario. This represents a decrease of the avoided emissions by 16 to 57%, depending on the 

scenario considered.  

This is mainly due to the fact that the hypotheses that were retained with regard to the effects of the 

Grand Paris Express on the location of the populations and the employment, the land-use and the 

densification of the buildings, were much more cautious in the 2018 balance than in the 2012 balance. 
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6. GLOBAL BALANCE OF THE GHG EMISSIONS RELATED TO THE GRAND 

PARIS EXPRESS PROJECT 

The general balance of the GHG emissions that are produced and avoided by the Grand Paris Express is 

established by summing up the emissions related to the different topics detailed above: pre-studies, 

construction, operation of the GPE, mobility and territorial development.  

The table below shows the results of the balance by 2050 and 2070, according to the hypotheses that 

have been retained. 

Table 18: Results of the balance by 2050 and 2070, according to the scenarios, expressed in millions of t CO2eq. 

Accumulated emissions 
in 106 of t CO2eq. 

Time horizons 

Scenario 2050 2070 

Scenario A -14.2 -27.4 

Scenario B -28.6 -51.3 

 

The graphs below show the cumulated emissions year per year according to the different items of 

scenarios A and B. 

 

Figure 18: balance of the GHG emissions related to the Grand Paris Express project over time, according to scenario A, 
expressed in t CO2eq (source: CarbOptimum 2018) 
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Figure 19: balance of the GHG emissions related to the Grand Paris Express project over time, according to scenario B, 
expressed in t CO2eq (source: CarbOptimum 2018) 

 

As expected, the first phase of the project generates more GHG emissions than it allows to avoid. The 

opposite trend appears from 2025 in case of scenario A, and from 2020 in case of scenario B. From these 

years onwards, the avoided emissions will start offsetting, progressively, the emissions produced, thanks 

to the territorial development and the emissions avoided by the road traffic.  

These graphs show that GHG emissions produced during the construction is significant and that it takes 

some time before they can be offset by the reductions related to mobility and a more sustainable territorial 

development. However, the balance of the GHG emissions becomes positive from 2031 in case of 

scenario A and from 2026 in case of scenario B. From then onwards, the annual gains make the balance 

of the project increasingly positive. 

Indeed, between 2030 and 2070, when the infrastructure will be fully operational, the project will allow to 

avoid about 754,465 t CO2eq per year according to scenario A, and 1,225,801 t CO2eq per year according 

to scenario B. This reduction must be compared to the annual emissions of the Ile-de-France region, 

estimated at 40.5 billion t CO2eq per year 18i.e. a reduction ranging between -1,8% and -3,0%. 

Irrespective of the balance considered (2010-2050 or 2010-2070), it is obvious that the emissions avoided 

through denser urbanization and more energy-efficient buildings predominate, as also shown in the figures 

below. 

  

                                                   
18 https://www.airparif.asso.fr/etat-air/air-et-climat-bilan-emissions#ges  

https://www.airparif.asso.fr/etat-air/air-et-climat-bilan-emissions#ges
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   2010-2050      2010-2070 

   

Figure 20: Sum of the emissions 2010-2050 and 2010-2070 per item, according to scenario A, expressed in t CO2eq. 

The emissions considered at the start being fixed and the expected life-cycle of the infrastructure being at 

least 100 years, the predominance of the territorial development and, to a lesser extent, the mobility will 

only increase beyond 2050, which makes the balance very positive over the life-cycle of the infrastructure. 

In a general way, irrespective of the scenario, the balance is positive by 2050, i.e. only 20 years after the 

opening of the Grand Paris Express lines. In this way, 14.2 million of t CO2eq can be avoided according to 

scenario A, and 28.6 million of t CO2eq according to scenario B. In 2070, i.e. 40 years after the opening of 

all the lines, the avoided emissions will total 27.4 million of t CO2eq according to scenario A and 51.3 

million of t CO2eq according to scenario B. 

The results show the usefulness of the project with regard to mobility and a more sustainable territorial 

development in the Ile-de-France region, which both allow a significative decrease of the GHG emissions.  

The results also emphasize the importance of implementing accompanying measures to ensure that the 

development of the city is integrated in the transport and the land-use planning. 

Globally, the Grand Paris Express project should allow to drastically reduce the greenhouse gas 

emissions. As such, it will help achieving the GHG reduction targets, set in France by the ‘Grenelle de 

l’environnement’ and the ‘Stratégie Nationale Bas Carbone’. 
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Comparision with the first results of 2012 

The 2012 balances show a similar trend with a predominance of the emissions related to the territorial 

development and the mobility in the Ile-de-France region: 

 

Figure 21: Balance of the emissions of the automatic Grand Paris Express subway network (CO2eq) (source: CarbOptimum 
2012) 

The scaling factor however was different. The 2012 balance used the period 2005-2050, while the 2018 

update favored the period 2010-2070. 

The comparison of the different items by 2050 also shows a similar trend: 

 

Figure 22: Comparison of the topics in 2050 (t CO2eq), low-range hypotheses (source: CarbOptimum 2012) 
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The table below sets out the values of the different emisssion items in the 2012 and 2018 versions, 

according to the different scenarios considered.  

Table 19: GHG emissions in t CO2eq per item for the different scenarios according to the 2012 and 2018 balances 

 2012 2018 

Produced (+) or avoided (-) 

emissions in t CO2eq 

low-range 

hypotheses 

high-range 

hypotheses 
Scenario A Scenario B 

Pre-studies and preliminary 

works  
146 600 146 600 

419 935 259 596 

Construction of the 

infrastructure 
4 076 658 4 076 658 

4 811 082 4 618 100 

Operation of the 

infrastructure 
3 204 700 3 204 700 

3 110 329 2 227 456 

Mobility in the Ile-de-France -7 665 803 -7 429 728 
-8 078 899 -13 298 166 

Territorial development -26 712 309 -33 476 053 -14 501 943 -22 381 051 

Total 2010-2050 -26 950 154 -33 477 823 -14 239 497 -28 574 064 

 

These results show that, according to the 2018 balance, the emission values of certain items 

increased or decreased in various ways, depending on the scenario considered. Generally, the 2012 

balances (low-range and high-range hypotheses) are more in line with scenario B, realized in 2018. 
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7. DISCUSSION: THE ROLE OF THE GRAND PARIS EXPRESS WITHIN THE 

‘STRATÉGIE NATIONALE BAS CARBONE’ 

7.1. Context 

The ‘Stratégie Nationale Bas Carbone (SNCB)’ was adopted by the ‘Ministère de la transition écologique 

et solidaire’ (Ministry of ecologic and solidary transition) in December 2018. This strategy sets goals that 

are in line with both the commitments that France made to the European Union under the Paris 

Agreement, and the international commitments it made to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) by 

40% between 1990 and 2030.  These commitments imply a global GHG reduction of all the industries. 

The deadline to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 was confirmed by the Climate Plan of July 2017 for the 

French territory. The SNBC points out that this goal, which is considered to be particularly ambitious, is 

necessary to keep global warming below 1,5°C as set out by the reports of the IPCC. Thereupon, the 

SNBC adopted the principle of carbon neutrality. To achieve the zero emissions level by 2050, the GHG 

emissions of the different industries must be exactly offset by the available GHG sinks.  The SNBC 

provides a distribution in this respect. 

The industries producing GHG emissions identified in the SNBC are the following: agriculture, 

manufacturing, waste management, construction, transport and energy. The sources of the identified GHG 

sinks are the carbon capture and storage sinks, the wood products, the other lands and the forests. 

 

 

Figure 23: Sinks and greenhouse gas emissions in France in 2050 according to the SNBC reference scenario (source: SNBC 
Summary, 2018, p. 5) 
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7.2. Case of the transport industry in the SNBC 

The transport-related emission reduction trajectories set by the SNBC reduce the emissions of the 

transport industry by about 4 billion of t CO2eq per year by 2050.  The residual emissions for the transport 

industry are the fossil energies retained for the international air and sea transport, the domestic air 

transport and the residual “uncompressible” leakages of renewable gas. It implies an almost complete 

decarbonization of the entire transport industry and a complete decarbonization of the ground transport 

(private cars, passenger and freight transport, public transport). 

 

Figure 24: History and projection of the emissions in the transport industry between 1990 and 2050 (in MtCO2eq) (source: SNBC 
Summary, 2018, p. 13) 

The SNBC recalls the necessary levers to achieve these targets in terms of transport. The reduction of the 

GHG emissions in the transport industry should be accomplished by: 

• A reduction of the vehicle energy consumption and an adaptation of the infrastructure (in particular 

for private NGV or electric cars) while setting a sales target of 100% zero or low emission vehicles 

by 2040;  

• The improvement of the energy performance of private cars and heavy-load trucks; 

• A controlled increase of the demand for passengers and freight transport (more telework, 

carpooling and short circuits); 

• A significant modal shift to the most energy-efficient and low-emission transport modes such as 

train and public transport, and promotion of the active modes of transport such as walking or 

cycling (target: increase the modal share of cycling from 3 to 12% for short distances as from 2030, 

and to 15% by 2050). 

• Targets of the domestic see and air transport. 

Only very few of these targets have been quantified, but the four first levers were considered, at least 

partially, through the hypotheses that were retained when elaborating the CarbOptimum tool or when 

assessing the effects of the Grand Paris Express. 
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7.3. Consequences of the SNBC for the GHG emissions balance 

7.3.1. Pre-studies and preliminary works 

The pre-studies and preliminary works concern the activities that are already ongoing or will take place in 

the coming years.  The long-term targets set by the SNBC provide guidelines to reduce the emissions of 

all the industries. However, this reduction process will require an adjustment period. In addition, the 

modifications expected in the coming years are not likely to affect the calculations realized within the 

context of the emissions balance of the Grand Paris Express.   

7.3.2. Construction 

The construction of the Grand Paris subway is already ongoing. Therefore, the choice of the construction 

techniques had to be based on the current situation. The SNBC considers a significant reduction of the 

construction-related emissions. This reduction will largely depend on the future innovations in construction 

techniques. However, it has to be pointed out that the Grand Paris Express project adopted a global 

environmental approach from its conception, which is continued during its realization: choice of the most 

low-emission materials, optimized strategy to remove the excavated materials (more in specific by 

waterway), backfilling by using materials excavated on the construction site, etc. It also considers specific 

construction techniques such as fiber-reinforced concrete.  These efforts should allow to aim at a reduction 

of the GHG emissions within the limits of the construction techniques and the currently available materials. 

The decrease of the construction-related emissions should not exceed -10%. This value corresponds to 

the optimistic scenario retained in the 2018 balance update. 

 

7.3.3. Operation  

The SNBC steers the energy mix towards a higher share of electricity by 2050. The energy structure in 

France is inherently low-carbon. In 2016, 91% of the production energy was carbon-free (renewable 

energies: nuclear, hydraulic, photovoltaic, wind, thermal). The figure below shows the final energy 

consumption of domestic transport considered by the SNBC at different time horizons. 

 

Figure 25: Final energy consumption of domestic transport in the SNBC (source: SNBC, 2018, p. 22) 

In recent years, the electricity production in France generated on average about 65 g CO2eq/kWh.  The 

SNBC does not set a specific target to reduce this factor. The hypotheses adopted in the CarbOptimum 

tool with regard to the use of electricity are in line with the data of the SNBC: reduction of the emission 

factors to 53.3 g CO2eq/kWh in 2030 and to 47.6 g CO2eq/kWh in 2050 in case of scenario A, or to 36.0 

CO2eq/kWh in 2030 and to 32,2 gCO2eq/kWh in 2050 in case of scenario B. 
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The targets of the SNBC seem to anticipate an even higher reduction of these emissions by 2030 and 

2050. But it is difficult to assess up till which extent it will be possible to produce electricity without 

generating GHG emissions, if only for the renewable power generating plants. Furthermore, the SNBC 

does not provide sufficient data to assess this reduction.  

However, an even more significant reduction of the emission factor related to the use of electricity, would 

mainly result into a reduction of the emissions related to the traction energy of the subway and the 

operation of the stations, which would have a positive effect on the overall GHG emissions balance, as 

already reflected in the optimistic scenario.  

 

7.3.4. Mobility 

The complete decarbonization of the ground passenger and freight transport is hard to imagine, as these 

trips require energy, if not for being operated, then at least for being produced (vehicle or electricity). 

However, it is possible to consider a higher decrease of the emissions related to road vehicles.  

The table below compares the target emission factors of the SNBC with the emission factors used in the 

CarbOptimum tool to calculate the GHG emissions related to travelling (mobility of the inhabitants of the 

Ile-de-France), and this for the corresponding time horizon and the same vehicle type. It has to be pointed 

out however that the emission factors used by the SNBC concern new vehicles sold, while the emission 

factors of the CarbOptimum tool concern the entire car park that mainly consists of older cars. 

 

Table 20: Mobility-related emission factors, respectively drawn from the SNBC with regard to the new cars and from the 
CarbOptimum tool with regard to the entire car park, at different time horizons (source: SNBC 2018, CarbOptimum 2019) 

 Emission factors 

 SNBC, 
for new vehicles 

CarbOptimum, 
for the entire car park 

Thermic PC - 2030 4 l/100 km 6,2 l/100 km (petrol) 
5,2 l/100 km (diesel) 

Electric PC - 2050 12,5 kWh/100 km 20 kWh/100 km 

HDT diesel - 2040 21 l/100 km 22 l/100 km 

HDT NGV - 2040 15 kg/100 km Not considered 

Electric HGV - 2040 129 kWh/100 km Not considered 

 

The figures above indicate that the orientations set by the SNBC seem to project a significative decrease 

of the emissions related to road traffic, in proportions that are relatively in line with the hypotheses retained 

in the CarbOptimum tool. Updated emission factors could however slightly decrease the gains related to 

the effects of the Grand Paris Express on road traffic, but to a lesser extent than the gains considered in 

the cautious scenario. 

With respect to the public transport, the SNBC also assumes the use of less-emitting and more energy-

efficient transport modes such as trains, trams, buses. The SNBC does not specify how to enable a 

significative modal shift from road towards public transport. It does not indicate either how the capacity of 

public transport should be increased to transport more passengers. It is obvious that the realizations of 

these objectives will require investments to significantly increase the services offer. In this respect, public 

transport projects such as the Grand Paris Express contribute to achieve these targets. 
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7.3.5. Territorial development 

With respect to the housing-related emissions, the SNBC projects a radical renewal of the entire existing 

building stock by 2050. With regard to the land-use planning, it also points out the importance of creating 

resilient urban forms by restricting the artificialization of the soil.  

The densification of the urban areas and the optimized use of space, mentioned in the SNBC, are two of 

the key elements that are taken into account when considering the territorial development-related effects 

of the GPE, valorized by the GHG emissions balance.  

The figure below shows the final energy consumption of the buildings considered by the SNBC at different 

time horizons. 

 

Figure 26: Final energy consumption of the buildings in the SNBC (source: SNBC, 2018, p. 23) 

With regard to the building industry, the SNBC projects the following targets: a reduction by 53% by 2029-

2033 (4th carbon budget) compared to 2015, and an almost complete decarbonization of the building 

industry by 2050.  

Measures should allow to counter the significant inertia of the building stock, otherwise 70% of this 

building stock could consist of buildings older than 2012 by 2050. Important incentives should be provided 

to promote the renovation of this part of the building stock, which is required to reduce the energy 

consumption of buildings. 

The hypotheses retained in the CarbOptimum tool to calculate the GHG emissions related to the territorial 

development are in line with the building stock renovation targets set by the SNBC. 

The decrease of the GHG emissions related to the construction and renovation of buildings is a key 

contributor to avoid GHG emissions. Furthermore, it is no doubt that the realization of the GPE is a 

prerequisite to achieve the territorial development targets, more in particular through the densification of 

the urban fabric, resulting from the opening of the new transport infrastructure network.  

 

7.3.6. Conclusions of the balance against the background of the SNBC 

The SNBC points out that the reference scenario is not prescriptive but indicative. This implies that it 

serves as a compass to steer the energy transition, without any associated, long-term action plan. 

The analysis showed a relative consistency between the emission factors retained in the CarbOptimum 

tool and the guidelines set by the SNBC, but it also highlighted a certain number of differences. 

Furthermore, the SNBC also integrates a certain number of targets of the Grand Paris Express, more in 
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specific a significative modal shift towards public transport and a denser urbanization. It is obvious that the 

GPE is a facilitator and lever to implement the SNBC. 

Overall, the SNBC has only a very slight impact on the results of the balance. The Grand Paris Express 

however fits perfectly the targets set by the SNBC.  


